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Chapter I

GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND SURVEY

In crystalline metals and intermetallic compounds, with magnetic

atoms arranged on a regular lattice, a translational invariant,

long range ordered ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic low tempera-

ture state is usually formed. However, by randomly mixing two

metallic elements with dissimilar magnetic properties a variety of

systems with more complicated and interesting magnetic phenomena

becomes available for investigation. In this thesis we utilize

ternary systems in which two of the elements form a binary inter-

metallic compound, e.g. PdH, GdCu and YCo-. We then proceed to

randomly substitute on one of the sublattices a third element which

will greatly alter the magnetic or superconducting properties. For

example we substitute Mn for Pd, Ga for Cu and Fe for Co. The name

usually given to these systems is pseudobinary intermetallic com-

pounds. Here we have created a random alloy within the basic inter-

metallic compound structure. This allows us an enormous flexibility

in designing our systems with a wide range of random, sublattice

solubility.

With such systems a first possibility is to dissolve or alloy

magnetic atoms into a nonmagnetic host. In the dilute magnetic

limit the question arises if local moments will appear on the mag-

netic atoms, and further if these moments exhibit the Kondo effect.

For higher magnetic concentrations the local moments start to

interact via an oscillatory polarization of the conduction electrons.

This at low temperatures results in spin-glasis freezing. Here the

main feature is the absence of translational symmetry, as the

random distributed magnetic moments are frozen in all possible



orientations. At still higher magnetic concentrations the onset of

long range magnetic order occurs due to a percolation process. A

unique possibility with which to study magnetic phenomena in metals

is to dissolve magnetic impurities in a superconducting host, e.g.

PdH. It is known that there exists a strong interplay between Kondo

effect and superconducting order. Furthermore at higher magnetic j

concentrations the coexistence of spin-glass and superconducting

states may be studied. In order to better understand these inter-

plays and coexistences, the depression of the superconducting

transition temperature versus magnetic impurity concentration can

be investigated.

In the next Chapter an investigation of the properties of the

pseudobinary compounds <Pd, M )H with M=Cr, Mn, or Fe is presented.

Palladium hydride serves as a superconducting host (T 0=9-3
 K) f o r

the 3d magnetic impurities Cr, Mn, and Fe. The hydrides are pre-

pared using a low temperature electrolytic charging cell. Palladium

hydride is an advantageous superconducting host because its elec-

tronic properties show, in the normal state, a diamagnetic behavior

similar to that found in the noble metals. Therefore the normal

state properties of (Pd. M )H with M=Cr, Mn, or Fe can be easily
A"~X X

compared with those of the archetypic noble metal - 3d magnetic

impurity Kondo and spin-glass systems. Unfortunately, these latter

systems are not superconducting, so with (Pd, M )H we have created
A~X X

the first noble metal-like, superconducting, Kondo, spin-glass.

A different approach to devise interesting magnetic phenomena

is arranged by mixing intermetallic compounds which exhibit

different types of long range magnetic order. For example, the

antiferromagnetic GdCu and the ferromagnetic GdGa compounds can be

mixed by a random substitution of Ga atoms on the nonmagnetic Cu

sublattice. Such a random substitution will substantially effect

the interactions within the magnetic Gd sublattice. In the inter-

mediate concentration region low values of the paramagnetic Curie

temperature are expected. Therefore, with a statistical distribu-

tion of the Cu and Ga atoms, a highly disordered canted or spin-

\j glass-like magnetic state might be formed at low temperatures.
In Chapter III the pseudobinary compounds GdCu. Ga are

X^ X X
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presented for examination of the magnetic properties in the inter-

mediate concentration region. This compound series shows a variation

of the paramagnetic Curie temperature from negative to positive

with increasing Ga-concentration. At x=0.15 a zero paramagnetic

Curie temperature is obtained. Because of their simple CsCl crystal

structure in the concentration region of interest, the GdCu, Ga

pseudobinary compounds are most favorable for investigation.

Moreover, since Gd is a S-state ion, there are no complications

with crystal field effects and in addition the Kondo effect is not

present. As a minor complication to the magnetic study of the

GdCu, Ga series, these compounds exhibit a below room tempera-
X^X X

ture structural phase transformation at very low (x<0.03) Ga-concen-

trations. This M&rtensitic-like, structure transformation from

the cubic CsCl crystal phase into a non-cubic low temperature phase

occurs at 250 K in GdCu. The most salient feature of the structure

transformation is an enormous temperature hysteresis extending over

more than 400 K. A detailed experimental study is presented here on

GdCu and related pseudobinaries. From this we characterize both the

magnetic and structural transformation properties and determine the

phase diagram.

In Chapter IV the pseudobinary Laves phase compounds Y(Co Fe L,
-L~X X £•

Y(Ir, Fe )- and Hf(Co, Fe„)- are selected for investigation.
JL*~X X £• 1*™X X £*

Further advantage is taken here of the large variety of pseudo-

binary compounds to study the dilute magnetic alloy problem. First

a number of comparable binary compounds is chosen within the same

intermetallic structure to serve as nonmagnetic hosts. The non-

magnetic YCo_ compound is converted into YIr~ or HfCo- by replacing

one of the constituent elements by another. Then as an application

of the "pseudobinary" technique, one weakly magnetic component

(Co or Ir) of the binary compound is substituted by another element

(Fe) with strong magnetic properties. A complete range of random

substitution may be gained without any change in the basic inter-

metallic compound structure and the magnetic properties may be

evaluated in the entire Fe-concentration range. The magnetic

properties, which are studied with emphasis on the lower Fe-concen-

trations, concern the formation of local Fe moments in the non-



magnetic host and then the interactions between these moments

resulting in spin-glass freezing and the onset of long range

magnetic order. These pseudobinary compounds are also interesting

because of their high electrical resistivity and the associated

anomalies in the temperature coefficient of resistivity.

In summary this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter II

the experimentally determined curves of superconducting transition

temperature versus magnetic impurity concentration are presented

for the pseudobinary compounds (Pd, M )H with M=Cr, Mn or Fe. The

results are discussed in terms of the normal state properties Kondo

effect and spin-glass freezing. Chapter III contains an extended

study with several experimental techniques on GdCu, Ga and
J.~X X

related pseudobinary compounds. In GdCu a low temperature crystal

structure transformation is described. For stable CsCl structure

GdCu, Ga (0.03 <x<0.50) a picture is obtained of the magnetic
1""X X

ordering phenomena. Chapter IV presents an experimental study on

the pseudobinary Laves phase compounds Y(Co1_ Fe ) ~ , Y(Ir, Fe )„
J.—X X i 1™X X £t

and Hf(Co, Fe ) , . Magnetic properties are described in connection
A,"" X X ^

with local moment formation, spin-glass freezing and long range

ferromagnetic ordering. Furthermore these compounds exhibit special

electrical resistivity behavior associated with a large resistivity

value.

12



Chapter II

KONDO EFFECT AND SPIN-GLASS FREEZING OF THE MAGNETIC

IMPURITIES Cr, Mn, AND Fe IN SUPERCONDUCTING

PALLADIUM HYDRIDE *

Abstract

Through low-field ac susceptibility measurements we have deter-

mined the depression of the superconducting transition temperature

T in palladium hydride (T 0=9.3
 K) a s a function of impurity con-

centration x for Cr, Mn, and Fe. For Cr and Fe similar values for

the initial T depression were found, i.e., -150 K/at.% Cr and
c

-145 K/at.% Fe. From resistivity experiments we are able to

estimate the Kondo temperatures TR, i.e., TR=10 K for Cr and TR=5K

for Fe. Since T =T -, these systems exhibit an enhanced pair

breaking as described by the theory of Müller-Hartmann and Zittartz.

In constrast, for Mn the initial T depression is -21 K/at.% and

Tj.«T ., as can be concluded from our resistivity measurements.

This means that Mn in PdH exhibits a temperature-independent pair

breaking of the Abrikosov and Gor'kov type. However, at larger Mn

x values a shoulder appears in T (x) . We interpret this enhanced

superconductivity, according to the theory of Soukoulis and Grest,

as being due to the onset of time correlations and short-range

This ehapter has been published: J.C.M. van Dongen, D. van Dijk

and J.A. Mydosh, Phys. Rev. B2£3 5110 (1981).
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antiferromagnetic ordering between the Mn moments. These interaction

effects are a precursor to the spin-glass freezing at a lower

temperature T_. Our results suggest a favorable coexistence of

superconductivity with the spin-glass state.

II.1. Intro duetion.

During the past nine years since its discovery [1], the super-

conductivity in palladium hydride has remained a topic of consid-

erable interest. Up until now, only three systems, PdH, Th.H15,

and A1H, exhibit an increase in the superconducting transition

temperature upon hydrogenation [2]. PdH is unique insofar as pure

Pd is nonsuperconducting, at least down to 1.7 mK [3], and instead

is an exchange-enhanced, incipient ferromagnet. When Pd is alloyed

with small amounts of the 3d magnetic impurities Mn, Fe, and Co,

a "giant moment" ferromagnetic order is produced [4] . Cr and Ni in

Pd are exceptions to this behavior, for they are spin-fluctuation

systems which require a sufficiently strong "magnetic" local

environment via a larger concentration of Cr or Ni before local

moments appear and cause magnetic ordering [4]. Upon charging Pd

with large quantities of H, superconductivity has been detected

between 0.76 to 1.00 H-to-Pd ratios [5]. At the latter ratio a

maximum T =9 K has been attained for H, with T =12 K for D. Thisc c
inverse isotoDe effect has particular significance regarding the

mechanisms (optical modes and anharmonicities) for supercon-

ductivity in PdH and PdD [6] .

The electronic properties of the 8-phase PdH show a diamagnetic

behavior [7] similar to the noble metals. By adding 3d magnetic

impurities to superconducting PdH we would expect a strong pair

breaking of the Abrikosov-Gor'kov type [8] which could be modified

by the Kondo effect between the 3d impurities and the conduction

electrons [9]. At higher concentrations a spin-glass frozen state

should appear. Giant moment effects are not found in a diamagnetic

host, so there are no complications with ferromagnetic ordering

manifesting itself below the nearest-neighbor percolation concen-

tration, * 17 at.% in a fee lattice. Thus the (pdi_x
M,JH s y s t e m
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with M=Cr, Mn, or Fe offers a unique possibility with which to

study a noble-metal-like, Kondo, superconducting spin-glass. Here

there should exist a dramatic interplay between the Kondo effect

and the superconductivity, and in addition, at larger M concen-

trations, a coexistence of the spin-glass and superconducting

states. The latter has recently been treated theoretically where

either no significant influence of spin-glass freezing on super-

conductivity is predicted [10] or an enhanced superconductivity due

to spin-glass ordering is expected [11].

In this paper we present the results of low-field ac suscepti-

bility/ X» investigations on (Pd, M )H with M=Cr, Mn, or Fe, and

resistivity p measurements on (pdj_xMn )H. We combine these results

with previous studies of x a n d P o n (pd,_ Fe )H (Refs.12-14) and

(Pd.Cr )H (Refs.12, 15, and 16). Thereby an overall picture is
-L"*X X

obtained for the suppression of the superconductivity with and

without the Kondo effect and with the onset of spin-glass freezing

in (Pd, M )H systems. The next section gives the experimental
J.™ X X

details of our sample preparation techniques and the x a n d P

measurements. Section II.3 contains and compares the experimental

results for all three (Cr, Mn, and Fe) impurities. In the final

Sec. II.4 our results are discussed, contrasted with other magnetic

superconductors, and related to the theory.
II.2. Experimental description.

Dilute PdM(M=Cr, Mn, or Fe) alloys were produced by melting

together, in a high-frequency induction furnace under argon atmo-

sphere, weighted amounts of pure Pd with an analyzed higher concen-

tration alloy of PdM. In this way concentration errors caused by

the weighing accuracy or small weight losses during melting become

negligible. The ultrapure Pd was.supplied by Johnson and Matthey,

Co. (S82061) who analyzed the major impurities to bé 2-ppm Fe and

1-ppm Si. After melting a number of times to ensure homogeneity,

the various dilute magnetic alloys were rolled into 30-vim- or

0.1-mm-thick foils using thin Mylar sheets to prevent iron contam-

ination during the rolling process. To diminish the amount of

lattice dislocations and strains introduced by this rolling process

15



the alloys were annealed for 4 h at 500°C in vacuum. The samples

with magnetic impurity concentrations less than 1500 ppm were

analyzed by Johnson and Matthey through atomic absorption, while

the higher magnetic impurity concentrations were determined by a

spectrophotometric analysis. Good agreement was always found for

the magnetic impurity concentrations with the nominal values.

By a method similar to that reported by Wiley and Fradin [17],

the alloy samples were charged electrolytically with hydrogen. In

Fig. II-1 a schematic diagram of the electrolytic cell is shown.

The electrolytic solution consisted of one part 38% HC1 in H2O to

nine parts CH,OH. As a catalyst 0.2 g/1 thiourea was added [18].

The electrolytic solution was renewed every few charging cycles to

eliminate possible variations in the hydrogenation. In order to

obtain a homogeneous hydrogen transport to the 5-mm-wide and 30-um-

thick sample strip, it was installed as a cathode between two

plane-parallel Pt plates serving as the anode. The Pt strips, which

are 0.1-mm thick and 10-mm wide, are spaced 10 mm from the sample

foil. The electrolytical cell was driven with a current of 15 m&
2

per cm sample area by a constant current supply. For mechanical

support the Pt strips are firmly attached to a polyvinylchloride

holder. The sample foil is also fastened with the lower end to

this same construction, while to the upper end of the sample a

0.1-mm-diameter Pt wire is spot welded. The sample is kept under

a light tension by a weight attached to this Pt wire. This is used

to maintain the sample in place as its volume expands during

hydrogenation. Through the Pt wire spot welded to the sample foil

and similar Pt wires spot welded to the Pt anodes, the electro-

lytical cell is thus supplied with current during the hydrogenation

process. The electrolytical cell was immersed in a Dewar containing

methanol which was cooled by cold nitrogen gas circulating through

a coil wound from copper tubing and placed around the Pyrex

charging cell. The temperature of the methanol was determined with

a temperature calibrated Pt resistor. The copper tubing was

attached to a liquid-nitrogen vessel via a solenoid valve. With

the use of a temperature control unit, Cryoson (TRL5), which was

connected to the valve and the Pt resistor, the electrolytical

16



cell could be cooled to any temperature between 0 and -100 C and

kept constant in temperature to within a few degrees. As can be

seen from the pressure vs H-to-Pd isotherms [19] a high H-to-Pd

(1:1) ratio can be reached only at low temperatures, unfortunately

also at low temperatures the diffusion rate of hydrogen in the Pd

matrix decreases strongly [19], which results in a very time con-

suming charging process. To optimize the hydrogenation procedure

the cell was stepwise cooled, starting with a period of 3 h at

PREPARATION OF PdH BY ELECTROLYSIS

liquid N,

Pt -thermometer

Pt -foils (double_anode)

Pd-foil

one part 38 •/. HCI in HO")

to nine parts CH^OH

and .2g/ l thiourea

Methanol

N 2
gas

Fig.II-1. Schematic diagram of the electrolytic charging cell.
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-40°C followed by 3 h at -70°C and finally a period of 12 h at

-90°C. After completion of the hydrogen charging the sample was

immediately stored under liquid nitrogen. From there the sample

was brought into the measuring cryostat at liquid-helium tempera-

tures within a few minutes without allowing the sample temperature

to rise above liquid-nitrogen temperature. Identical charging

procedures were strictly followed and maintained for all the

alloy samples reported in this paper. Concentrations of [H] /[Pd] =

0.99 were obtained. As described below, this concentration is

believed to be reproducible.

The superconducting transition temperatures were determined

using the standard low-field ac susceptibility technique. The

driving field at a frequency of 140 Hz did not exceed 1 Oe. There

was no compensation for the earth's magnetic field so a static

field of about 0.5 Oe was present at the sample.

For the resistivity measurement the samples were charged under

a hydrogen pressure of 10 atm for 4 h at a temperature of 500°C.

After that the sample was slowly cooled overnight to room tempera-

ture under the same 10-atm hydrogen pressure and then mounted with

current and voltage leads and cooled within one hour in the

measuring cryostat. The hydrogen content, usually [H]/ [Pd]=0.7,

was determined and followed by weighing a dummy, control sample

during the mounting procedure. The sample dimensions were 50x2x0.1

mm . The resistivity was measured with a four-point-probe technique

with a dc current of 20 mA, constant to a few ppm and a voltage

determination accurate to about 2 parts in 10 .

II.3. Results.

About one year ago we reported preliminary measurements on the

susceptibility of (Pd,_„Cr )H and (Pd, „Fe)H [12]. In the meantime

we improved the electrolytical preparation to obtain much more

stoichiometric and homogeneous PdH. For pure PdH we observe a

reproducible superconducting transition temperature T of 9.3 K

with a width (10-90%) of less than 0.5 K. Using the results of

Miller and Satterthwaite [20] for the dependence of T on the

18



hydrogen concentration, we can estimate the hydrogen to Pd ratio

to be slightly over 0.99 in the PdH sample. The alloying of a few

hundred ppm of magnetic impurity with Pd is not expected to alter

the [H]/[Pd] ratio of the sample significantly [21]. Nevertheless,

for higher magnetic impurity concentrations (>1 at.%) the hydrogen-

to-metal ratio will probably be lowered as may be seen from the

change in the pressure vs hydrogen-to-metal isotherms on alloying

[19].

In Fig. II-2 some typical measurements of x(T) ar© shown for

hydrogenated Pd, Mn :x=0, 0.158, 0.221, 0.320, and 1.40 at.%. The
X^X X

susceptibility x* which was negative (diamagnetic) in the super-

conducting state was measured with increasing temperature beginning

at 1.4 K. The broadness of the superconducting transitions T can

be attributed to hydrogen gradients within the thickness of the

(Pd,_x MnjH

10 12

Fig.II-2. Susceptibility vs temperature for (Pd^ Mn )H, x=0, 0.1S8, 0.221,
Q.Z20, and 1.40 at.% Mn.
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sample foil. The susceptibility measurements were carried out with

the sample foil oriented parallel to the driving ac magnetic field,

however, this orientation was not better than about 10°. This gave

rise to rather large demagnetization effects. Therefore for the

incomplete superconducting transitions we could only roughly

normalize the susceptibility signal to resolve the percentage of

the transition. Nevertheless, the accuracy in the determination of

T even in these cases is better than 0.5 K.

In Fig. II-3 the superconducting transition temperatures T are

plotted versus magnetic impurity concentration x for a number of

hydrogenated Pd, Mn alloys. The dots give the temperature where

50% of the sample has become superconducting, while the bars give

the width of the transition from 10 to 90% of the transition. An

10,
'I i i V r

°O

^ = -21 K/at.%Mn
dx

. ij-;
0.2 0.4 Q 6 ^ 8 K2 1.6 2.0

X [at.°/o]

Fig.II-3. Superconducting transition temperatures for CPd^_Jtnx)E determined

from susceptibility measurements. The solid line represents the best linear

fit to the data above T Q/2 and the heavy dashed line is the extension

according to the AG theory. The light dashed line (TJ represents and extra-

polation from high temperatures of the spin-glass freezing temperature

(Ref. 22).
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100 200 300 400 500 600
X [ppm]

Fig.II-4. Superconducting transition temperatures for (Pd.JJr )H determined
from susceptibility measurements. The solid line represents the best linear
fit to the data above -an/2 and the dashed line is the extension according to
the AG theory.

arrow means an incomplete transition. Carefully following the
identical charging procedure for all alloy samples, we carried out
two x<T) measurements per magnetic impurity concentration. The
results were averaged and are plotted in Fig. II-3 for Mn, in
Pig. II-4 for Cr, and in Fig. II-5 for Fe.

By neglecting the Kondo effect and interactions between the
magnetic impurities a linear init ial depression of T in the low-
concentration limit i s predicted by the Abrikosov-Gör'kov (AG)
theory of paramagnetic pair breaking 18}. This dependence is
certainly consistent with our experimental results up to 350 ppm
for both Fe and Cr and up to 0.25% for Mn. The init ial slopes
dT /dx were obtained by a least-squares f i t to the data. The
init ia l depression of the superconducting transition temperature

21



100 200 300 400 500 600
X [ppm]

Fig.IIS. Superconducting transition temperature for CPd^FejE determined
from susceptibility measurements. The solid line represents the best linear
fit to the data above T Q/2 and the dashed line is the extension according
to the AG theory.

by che magnetic impurities dT /dx i s determined as -145±15 K/at.%
c

Fe, -150±15 K/at.% Cr, and -21±2 K/at.% Mn in the linear regimes.

Using these initial slopes, we have calculated the complete AG

T (x) dependence and these are shown by the dotted lines in Figs.

II-3, II-4, and II-5. For both Fe and Cr at magnetic impurity

concentrations above 350 ppm the transitions become broader and

are not complete. Within the experimental accuracy a slight

deviation from AG theory to higher T at large x values is present
c

for Fe and Cr> For Mn the situation is completely different. Also

here at higher Mn concentrations, above 0.25 at.%, the transitions

become broader and imcomplete. This is probably owing to less

homogeneous and less stoichiometric hydrogenated alloys, since the

solubility of hydrogen decreases with increasing magnetic impurity

concentration [19]. Despite the limited experimental accuracy we
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clearly observe a superconducting transition temperature T at
c

about 2 K which is roughly independent of the Mn x for concentra-

tions ranging from 0.4 up to 2 at.% Mn. The dotted line in Fig.

II-3 labeled with T f is a linear extrapolation to low Mn concen-

tration of the spin-glass freezing temperature Tf=2 K as determined

at 3 at.% Mn [22] .

For (Pd, Cr)H n _ the electrical resistivity p as a function

of temperature has been investigated by Senoussi et al. [16] and

Mydosh [15], who also studied the p(T) behavior of (Pd. Fe )Hn _

[13]. These authors showed that PdH with both Fe and Cr impurities

forms a Kondo system which exhibits a large negative temperature

coefficient of resistivity at low temperatures. Furthermore, at

larger impurity concentrations a spin-glass freezing is detected

in p(T) by a turnover to a positive dp/dT. This minimum-maximum

behavior with decreasing temperature is typical for a noble-metal-

host Kondo spin-glass [23]. The Kondo temperatures estimated from

the resistivity data are T =5 K for (Pd, Fe )Hn n and T=10 K for

(Pd, Cr )Hn -. As a basis of comparison for AgFe, Tv is also
1""X X U « / IS.

about 5 K while for AgCr Tr is of order 0.01 K [4].

It should be noted that the hydrogen-to-metal ratio of the

dilute magnetic alloys for the resistivity study was 0.7, so no

superconductivity was present. The resistivity of (Pd, Mn )H was
J.̂ X X

measured since these data are not available in the literature. In

Fig. II-6 we have plotted the measured p(T) curves for four

hydrogenated VH^ypin alloys with x=0, 0.1, 0.5, and 3 at.% Mn.

The hydrogen-to-metal ratio was 0.72 for pure PdH as determined by

weighing. This ratio decreases with increasing Mn concentration to

[H]/ [Pd]=0.68 for the 3 at.% Mn alloy. Since these hydrogen-to-

metal ratios are all well within the diamagnetic 3-phase we do not

expect a significant influence of this variation in H-to-Pd ratio

on the Kondo contribution to p(T). Note that on the contrary the

residual resistivity, caused by lattice imperfections (nonstoichio-

metry), is quite strongly dependent on the exact hydrogen concen-

tration [14]. Because of this and uncertainties in the sample

dimensions the absolute value of the measured resistivity can only

be determined to within 10%. The p(T) behavior of pure PdH shows
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(Pd,_x Mnx) H 0 7

I 7.330

J 7.325

17.320

rzt
E 17.315
I

^ 17.310

24.45 I-*'

24.40

24.35 I- .*

24.30

x«0 at.°/.Mn

x-O.I at.VoMn *

x«Q5at.»/.Mn

x«3.0at.°/oMn

16.195

16.190

16.185

16.180

16.175

16.610

16.605

16.600

16.595

10 15 20 25 30
T[KJ

Fig.II-6. Electrical resistivity vs temperature for (Pd1 Mn )Hn „ with
x=Os 0.1, O.St and S.at.X Mn.

a shallow minimum at about 10-12 K, where the phonon contribution
to the res i s t iv i ty i s usually T independent. Below 10 K, down to
the lowest temperatures measured, there i s a small upturn in the
measured res i s t iv i ty of 1.6 nftcm. The experimental accuracy i s
±0.2 nflcm. For the hydrogenated alloy with 0.1 at.% Mn a similar
behavior i s observed with an upturn of 2.0 nftcm. However, for 0.5
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at.% Mn an additional downward curvature in p(T) is observed below

4 K. This is probably due to the growth of short-range magnetic

order well above the spin-glass freezing temperature T_=0.4 K as

obtained by linear extrapolation of the Tf's for 3 or more at.%

Mn [22]. The effect of this short-range order (the precursor of

the spin-glass state) well above T_ in p(T) is very clearly present

in the p(T) behavior of the hydrogenated 3 at.% Mn alloy. Here

Tf=1.5 K [22]. Finally we emphasize that, within the experimental

accuracy, we can hardly detect an additional contribution in p(T)

due to the Kondo effect in the hydrogenated 0.1 at.% Mn alloy.

II.4. Discussion and comparison with theory.

The depression of superconductivity by magnetic impurities has

been reviewed by Maple [24, 25]. A useful starting point for a

phenomenological understanding is the Abrikosov-Gor'kov (AG)

theory [8]. This theory describes the depression of the saper-

conducting transition temperature T by "good" magnetic moments,

which are randomly distributed in the superconducting host and in

the paramagnetic state, i.e., do not interact with each other.

A universal approach [8] to the problem is made by introducing a

pair breaking parameter a, given by the following relation [24]

a = h"1xN(Ep)Js
2
dS(S+l) , (1)

where x is the magnetic impurity concentration and N(EF) is the

density of states at the Fermi energy for one spin direction. Jgd

is the conduction-electron-local-moment exchange-interaction

parameter and S is the spin of the magnetic impurity for which the

orbital angular momentum is assumed to be quenched. The critical

pair breaking parameter a for complete destruction of supercon-

ductivity is given by

acr = O- 1 4 kB TcO / h ' ( 2 )

where T Q is the transition temperature of the superconducting

host. The depression of T with a is given by the universal
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relation

^ ^ / o c r T o ) , (3)

where <J> is the digamma function. For the shape of the AG depression

of T vs x we refer to the preceding Sec. II.3. In the low magnetic

impurity concentration limit, Eq. (3) has the linear asymptotic

form

V T c 0 = 1-0.691 (a/acr) . (4)

Substituting Eqs. (1) and (2) we find the initial T depression

with x for temperature independent (AG) pair breaking

dT
-4.93kB

1N(Ep)J8
2
dS(S+l) . (5)- aj£--4.93k BN(E p)J 8 d

For magnetic impurities exhibiting the Kondo effect when

dissolved in a superconducting host, the pair breaking parameter

a is no longer temperature independent. The theory of supercon-

ducting Kondo systems has been developed by Miiller-Hartmann and

Zittartz (MH-Z) [9]. In this theory the universal relation Eq. (3)

for the T depression with x is still valid, but a / ° c r must be

replaced by the relation

_°L_ = 3[A TT 2S(S+1) ( 6 )

acr

2 —1

where A= [0.14 (2ir) k„N(EF)T Q] . This expression directly shows

that a has a maximum at temperatures near the Kondo temperature T R

and goes to small values for both the limits T<<T„ and T>>T„. This

means that in Kondo superconductors a strong depression of T with
c

magnetic impurity concentration is to be expected when T
C O ~ ^ K * ^

interesting feature of temperature-dependent pair breaking is the
possible occurrence of reentrant superconductivity [9, 24].

Since the Kondo temperature T v plays a very important role in

superconducting pair breaking by magnetic impurities we focus now

on the Kondo, negative-temperature coefficient in the resistivity
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in order to ascertain the Kondo temperature TK. From such p(T)

measurements Mydosh has estimated T =5 K for (Pd, „Fe„)Hft -. [13]
JS. X""X X \J • /

and T =10 K for (Pd. Cr )Hn n [15] . Thus for both Fe and Cr
. However, as can be seen from Fig. II-6 for (pd

1_x
Mn

x)
Ho 7'

only a very small Kondo contribution to the measured resistivity

can be found within the measuring accuracy of 0.2 nficm. From this

we may conclude that T is at least a few orders of magnitude

smaller for (Pd.Mn )H compared to (Pd, „Fe )H and (Pd. Cr )H.
X^X X X^X X X^X X

A "good" local moment is present at low temperatures on the Mn

sites since the spin-glass freezing occurs as exemplified by the

decrease in the spin disorder resistivity as T is reduced. There-

fore the opposite limit of a very large TK>100 K can be excluded.

Another important parameter here is the spin value S of the

magnetic impurity atom. Burger [26]has derived from high-temperature

susceptibility measurements on hydrogenated Pd, alloyed with 3d-

transition-metal spin values S = -̂  for both Fe and Mn, while for

Cr, S is concluded to be close to 2.

For (Pd. Fe )H and (Pd, Cr )H the experimentally determined
X^X X X^X X

initial slopes dTc/dx are -145 K/at.% Fe and -150 K/at.% Cr. At

low magnetic impurity concentrations, T (x) is directly proportional

to the MH-Z pair breaking parameter a/a given by Eq.(6) setting

T=T Q. Substituting the Kondo temperatures T K as estimated by

Mydosh [13, 15] and the spin values S as derived by Burger [26]

very similar and large pair breaking parameters are expected for

(Pd1_xFejc)H and (
pd2-xCrx'H* T h i s i s i n qualitative agreement with

experiment. The maximum initial depression of T in the MH-Z theory

is given by Eq. (6) with T=T 0
= T K o r s i m P l v a/acr

=xA- Therefore from

Eq.(4) we have |(dTc/dx)max|=0.125/kfiN(EF) which is independent of
Jsd a n d S" U s i n 9 n n e density of states at the Fermi level calculated

by Papaconstantopoulous et al. [27] for PdH, N(EF)=3.14 states/Ry

spin unit cell, we obtain | (^c/^JmaxH 6 3 K/at.%. Thus, the maxi-
mum theoretical depression of Tc(x) is a factor of 2.4 smaller than

our measured values =150 K/at.% for (Pd^^Fe )H and (Pd, Cr )H.
X X X X~X X

This, we believe, represents a shortcoming in the theory of MH-Z

[9] and prevents a quantitative comparison of our results with the

theory. There are other Kondo superconductors which also have
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experimental |dTc/dx|>0.125/kBN(Ep), see Table II-l and the

associated references for Zn [N(Ep)=2.14 states/Ry spin unit cell]

and for Cd [N(EF)=2.48 states/Ry spin unit cell]. Nevertheless we

can proceed with a qualitative comparison. From Eg.(6) a slight

decrease in a/a is expected for temperatures somewhat be?ow T,.,

which in turn causes a small tail or upturn to appear in the T (x)
c

dependence at large x values. Such a deviation (see Figs.II-4 and

II-5) has been observed in both the T (x) dependences of (Pd, Cr )H
C 1"" X X

and (Pd. Fe )H being somewhat the stronger for (Pd, Cr )H, which
1*"X X -L~X X

is also in accord with the estimated Kondo temperatures given above.

An estimate of the magnetic ordering temperature, i.e., the spin-

glass freezing temperature, Tf, may be obtained by extrapolating

the susceptibility peak temperatures to zero Cr or Fe concentration.

At 500 ppm for both Cr and Fe, a Tf=0.1 K is indicated [14]. This

means that a study of the coexistance of superconductivity and

spin-glass magnetism in (Pd. „Cr )H and (Pd, Fe )H is impossible
X X X -L~X X

because Kondo weakening of the magnetic moments will dominate over

the interaction between good moments due to T >>Tf.

For (Pd. Mn )H a much smaller initial slope dT /dx=-21 K/at.%

Mn is observed compared to (Pd. Fe )H and (Pd, Cr„)H. From the
X^X X .L~X X

res i s t iv i ty data a 1K«1 K has been estimated for Mn in PdH. In the

limit of TR/T Q-K), MH-Z have shown [9] that their theory reduces

to the simple A6 case. This i s essential ly Eg.(6) in the limit

ln2Tc0/TK>>ir2S(S+l) and sett ing
TK*TFexp{-l/[N(EF)2|J s d | ] }

In order to gain some estimate of T„ we assume that the "good"

moment AG limit i s a reasonable approximation for (Pd, Mn )H. From
X X X

Eq.(5) we obtain a J_. value of 0.13 eV. Using the above equation
Su (•

for T,, with T„ (the Fermi temperature) equal to 10 K for PdH [27] ,
-2

T„ * 10 K. Such a Kondo temperature is consistent with the resis-
1 5

tivity data. However, for spin values larger than •* (S = •=• for Mn

impurities), the condition ln2Tc0/TK>>ir
2S(S+l) requires a TK<10~

5

[9], so that the full AG limit has not yet been reached in

(Pd. Mn )H and Kondo fluctuations are still affecting the super-
X X X
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conducting pair breaking.

For comparison we collect in Table II-l the properties of a

number of Kondo superconductors containing 3d impurities. Three

classes of Kondo superconductors can be distinguished: (i) Tv < < T
cn

with weak T depression/ (ii) T
K~

T
cg with strong T c depression,

and finally (iii) T >>T with weak T depression. We can further
Cuse the superconducting and magnetic moment data on PdSb (Ref. 35)

to predict the Kondo temperatures for Cr impurities ( T K * T c 0 * 2 K) ,

Mn impurities (T v«2 K) and Fe impurities (T >>2 K) .K K
For (Pd,_ Mn )H the near AG T (x) dependence is followed up to

0.25 at.% Mn, see Fig.II-3. However for higher Mn concentrations

we observe an enhanced superconductivity up to at least 2 at.% Mn.

Table

Host

PdH

Zn

A l

Cd

PdSb

II-l.

T c0
(K)

9 . 3

0.875

1.196

0.55

1.66

Imp.

Cr

Mn

Fe

Cr

Mn

Fe

Cr

Mn

Fe

Cr

Mn

Cr

Mn

Fe

-dT /dxc
(K/at.%)

150

2 1

145

2 0 0

300

13

8 . 1

14

8.0

140

220

140

11

8

TK
(K)

10

<<1

5

1

1

180

1200

530

>1000

~ 0 . 5 a

0 . 1

* 2 a

<<2a

>>2a

Class.

i i

i

i i

i i

i i

i i i

i i i

i i i

i i i

i i

i i

i i

i

i i i

Ref.

This work

This work

This work

30,33

30,33

34,32

34,32

34,32

34,32

2 8

29,31

35

35

35

aPredicted values.

Table II-l. Classification of some

3d impurities: (i) TK«TQQ, (ii) ^

Kondo superconductors containing

-^a0» and (iii) T
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Due to the experimental limitations as described above, we have to

be conservative about the exact form of T (x) above 0.25 at.% Mn,
c

but obviously the pair breaking strength of the Mn impurities is

greatly decreased at these higher Mn concentrations. This is most

probably related to the short-range magnetic ordering of the Mn

magnetic moments already present above the spin-glass freezing

temperature. Such an effect is clearly seen in the p(T) behavior,

Fig.II~6, as a smeared out decrease of the resistivity with

decreasing temperature. The magnetic correlations between the Mn

magnetic moments are mainly antiferromagnetic in origin as can be

deduced from the negative paramagnetic Curie temperatures observed

in (Pd, Mn )H» ? via high-field susceptibility measurements by

Burger [26]. We suggest that the antiferromagnetic nature of these

short-range correlations for T>T_ is very important in contributing

to the pronounced decrease of the pair breaking strength in

(Pdj_xMnx)H for x>0.25 at.% Mn.

This suggestion is supported by experimental evidence on super-

conducting ternary and pseudoternary rare earth (RE) compounds as

recently described by Maple [36]. Here very small values (0.01 eV)

of the exchange interaction parameter J between the conduction-

electron spins and the RE magnetic moments offers the possibility

to study the interaction between superconductivity and long-range

magnetic order. Definite experimental evidence has been obtained

for the coexistence of superconductivity and long-range antiferro-

magnetic order, e.g., Er., ̂ MOgSe», while long-range ferromagnetic

order always destroys superconductivity, e.g., ErRh.B.. This

supports our proposal that antiferromagnetic correlations tend to

reduce the pair breaking effect, while ferromagnetic correlations

tend to enhance the pair breaking effect.

Already for many years there have been observations of tails

and other deviations from the AG theory in the depression of T at

high magnetic impurity concentrations [37]. Such effects have been

treated theoretically as due to the onset of short-range magnetic

ordering [38]. This type of random magnetic "freezing" is now known

as the spin-glass state and is the subject of considerable interest

to determine its exact nature, using the spin-glass concept, a few
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years ago Roth [39] reviewed the problem of the coexistence of

superconductivity and magnetic order in pseudobinary Laves phase

compounds, for example Gd Ce, Ru, [40]. At high Gd concentrations
X X""" X £

a freezing temperature T_(x) was observed, while at low Gd concen-

trations superconductivity with a T (x) was found. The T (x) and
c c

Tf(x) curves cross at 2 K for x=0.11. At this Gd concentration a

relatively strong T depression is observed compared to lower Gd

concentrations. Here again ferromagnetic correlations between the

Gd moments are probably causing this behavior. For Gd impurities

there is no Kondo effect.

The coexistence of superconductivity and spin-glass freezing is

presently of theoretical interest. Sadovskii and Skryabin [10] have

analyzed the effect of spin-glass ordering upon the superconductiv-

ity and concluded that there is no mutual influence. Soukoulis and

Grest [11] have introduced a model with a pair breaking parameter

which includes both spatial and time correlation effects. From

their model they calculate that spatial correlations which are

ferromagnetic have a tendency to enhance the pair breaking, while

spatial correlations for an antiferromagnet or spin-glass reduce

the pair breaking. In addition time or dynamical correlations

always reduce the pair breaking for all types of magnetic ordering.

Thus in spin-glasses which typically exhibit dynamical correlations

for T>Tf, it is possible to have an enhanced superconductivity

above the freezing temperature. Our experimental results for Mn

which show a shoulder in T (x) are offered as support for this
c

interpretation.

In conclusion we remark that (Pd, Fe )H and (Pd.Cr )H can be

classified as enhanced pair breaking systems due to the Kondo

effect (T «T Q) . On the other hand (Pd1_xMnx)H with T K « T c 0 shows

a near AG pair breaking, and additionally at larger Mn concentra-

tions, there is an enhancement of the superconductivity due to the

onset of time correlations and short-range antiferromagnetic

spatial correlations which lead to the spin-glass freezing at a

lower temperature. Thus here the evolution of the spin-glass state

is most favorable for the coexistence with superconductivity.
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Chapter III

CRYSTAL STRUCTURE TRANSFORMATIONS AND MAGNETIC

ORDERING PHENOMENA IN GdCu1-xGax AND RELATED

PSEUDOBINARY COMPOUNDS. *

Abstract

Electrical resistivity, magnetic susceptibility, thermal expan-

sion, X-ray diffraction and scanning calorimetry measurements have

been performed over wide temperature ranges on the pseudobinary

compounds GdCu, Ga , YCu Ga and Gd,_ R Cu(R=Sm or Tm). In GdCu
i .L™X X A^X X y j;

and YCu, which both form in the CsCl crystal structure at room

temperature when prepared from the melt, a crystal structure trans-

formation into a low temperature non-cubic phase occurs at 250 K

and 130 K, respectively. For Gd, R Cu (R=Sm or Tm) a slow vari-

ation in the structure transformation temperature with y is found.

In both GdCu, Ga and YCu, Ga the CsCl crystal structure is
.L™*X X J.mm X X

stabilized for x>0.03. The CsCl pseudobinary compound GdCu, Ga
-L*"* X X

exhibits a kink-like anomaly in the magnetic susceptibility for

0.03<x<0.17. This is ascribed to a complicated type of long

range antiferromagnetic ordering. For 0.17<x<0.29 we suggest a

mixed or canted low temperature magnetic state for the ordered Gd

moments. Over the whole 0.0 3<x<0.29 concentration region a negative

This chapter has been submitted for publication: J.C.M. van Dongen,

T.T.M. Palstra, A.F.J. Morgownik, J.A. Mydosh, B.M. Geerken and

K.H.J. Busahow, to be published in Phys. Rev. B.
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temperature coefficient is observed in the measured electrical

resistivity at the ordering temperature. For x>0.29 ferromagnetic

long range order is found. A simple model with only nearest

neighbor magnetic interactions, depending on the local Cu and Ga

surroundings, is proposed to describe the x-dependence of the

paramagnetic Curie temperature. Finally a structural and magnetic

phase diagram is constructed for the G d C u 1_ x
G a

x system with

0<x<0.5.

III.l. Introduction.

For a number of years now there has been considerable interest

in intermetallic compounds of rare earth elements (R) and non-

magnetic metals (M) . The physical properties of these compounds

have been recently reviewed by Buschow [l] and Kirchmayr and

Poldy [2], The majority of the equiatomic (1:1) RM compounds forms

in the CsCl, CrB or FeB crystal structure [3]. In the RCu series

the lighter R-compounds attain the FeB structure, while in the

heavier R-compounds the CsCl structure is stable. GdCu is the

first compound to form the CsCl structure at ambient temperatures.

However, early work of De Wijn et al. [4] reported a tendency for

GdCu to transform into FeB structure at liquid nitrogen tempera-

ture. After a suitable heat treatment the CsCl structure reappeared

[4]. Ross et al. [5] performed X-ray diffraction and Mössbauer

effect measurements on GdCu powder down to 4.2 K, and their results

were consistent with a stable CsCl structure. Gefen and Rosen [6]

have very/recently published electrical resistivity and dilatometry

measurements on GdCu, both of which show a large temperature

hysteresis. This indicates the occurrence of a structural phase

transition. However, no additional corroborative evidence could be

found via X-ray and inetallographic techniques. They also determined

the temperature dependence of the single crystal and polycrystalline

elastic constants of GdCu between the ambient temperature and 77 K.

These measurements revealed further evidence for a structural

instability. Balster et al. [7] reported a low temperature structure

transformation from the CsCl structure into the FeB or CrB structure

in YCu, which is accompanied by a large temperature hysteresis in
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the electrical resistivity. Transformations from the cubic CsCl

into the orthorhombic CrB or FeB structures have also been observed

in several RPd and RAu compounds [8, 9]. For low transformation

temperatures a large hysteresis between heating and cooling

measurements is usually observed [9]. Magnetic susceptibility

measurements by Debray et al. [10] on YbAg and YbAu showed a trans-

formation from the low temperature FeB structure into the high

temperature CsCl structure at 777 K and 772 K, respectively,

however, only in YbAu a large temperature hysteresis is observed.

Kimball et al. [ll], who performed Mossbauer effect measurements,

found evidence for the coexistence of the FeB and CsCl phases at

low temperatures in some RAu intermetallics. In LaAg^n^x a cubic

into tetragonal transformation of the CsCl structure is observed

[7, 12] . For x<0.2 this transformation takes place with a large

temperature hysteresis ( * 100 K).

The initial purpose of this investigation was to examine the

concentration dependence of the magnetic properties in CsCl type

GdCu, Ga compounds. These pseudobinary compounds were believed
X X X

to be a favorable series for such study because of its simple

crystal structure. Moreover since Gd is a S-state ion, there are

no complications with crystalline field splitting of the degenerate

magnetic ground state and no Kondo effect exists.with Gd impurities.

The GdCu, Ga system is particularly interesting since high
J.™*X X

temperature susceptibility measurements [4] showed a variation of

the paramagnetic Curie temperature 6 from negative to positive

with increasing Ga-concentration. For x=0.15 a vanishing value of

9 was observed so that, with a statistical distribution of Cu and

Ga atoms,a spin-glass-like state might be formed at low tempera-

tures. In the temperature region below 20 K Buschow et al. [13]

report results of heat capacity measurements on GdCu, Ga com-
•L ™"X X

pounds having small or zero 6 values. No evidence was observed for

magnetic ordering of any kind. The presence of large ferromagnetic,

as well as large antiferromagnetic, Gd-Gd interactions in GdCu, Ga
A^X X

for x=0.15 was then proposed [13] to give rise to magnetic ordering

at temperatures above 20 K. From low temperature Mossbauer measure-

ments on GdCu, Ga and GdAg, „In Ross et al.[5] have suggested a
J.™*X X -L~X X
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decreasing density of s-like electrons in the conduction band with

increasing x in both systems. This behavior is contrary to that

expected in view of the s,p type valence electrons of the Ga and

In atoms. Energy band calculations have been reported on YCu and

YZn by Belakhovsky et al. [14] and Hasegawa et al. [15]. In both

compounds a strong 4d character is observed for the conduction

electrons near the Fermi surface. In compounds of lanthanides

instead of Y the same is expected to hold with respect to 5d

electrons, and their character should play a large role in propa-

gating the magnetic interactions.

In this paper we present the results of measurements of the

electrical resistivity, the low field dynamic (ac) susceptibility,

the static (4 kOe) susceptibility and the thermal expansion of

GdCu, Ga . Results obtained with scanning calorimetry, X-ray

diffraction and photomicrograph examinations are also reported.

In addition we have also studied the related compounds YCu, Ga ,

Gd. RyCu (R=Sm or Tm) and Gd1_ Y CuQ gGaQ j. Through these

experiments a picture is obtained of the crystal structure trans-

formations, which strongly influence the magnetic properties. For

the stable CsCl pseudobinaries we have examined the magnetic

ordering phenomena and propose a simple model to describe them.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next Section III.2

we give the experimental details of our sample preparation and

measuring techniques. Section III.3 contains and compares the

experimental results. In Section III.4 our results are discussed

and contrasted with experimental evidence on other equiatomic

compounds of rare earths and non-magnetic metals. A brief summary

and some conclusions are presented in Section III.5.

III.2. Experimental description.

The samples were prepared by arc melting in an atmosphere of

purified argon gas. The starting material purities were 99.9% for

the rare earth metals, 99.99% for copper, and 99.99% for gallium.

It was previously shown by room temperature X-ray diffraction

analysis [4, 13] that the CsCl-type phase was the main phase
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present in GdCu, Ga for x<0.5 with the amount of impurity phases

estimated to be less than a few percent. All other compounds

prepared for the present study also attain the CsCl crystal struc-

ture at room temperature. It should be noted here that low temper-

ature (T<300 K) structural phase transformations with large

hysteresis are involved in our investigations. We also prepared a

GdCu sample by splat cooling directly from the melt onto a water-

cooled spinning copper wheel. In this way GdCu ribbons are formed,

which are typically 1 mm wide and 10 ym thick. The highly dis-

ordered,but not amorphous,GdCu thus prepared also attains the CsCl

crystal structure which we verified by X-ray diffraction.

In the temperature region between 2 K and 300 K the electrical

resistivity was measured via a standard four point probe technique

with a dc current of 10 mA, constant to a few ppm, and a voltage

determination accurate to about 2 parts in 10 . The resistivity

samples, which were prepared by spark erosion from the bulk, had

typical dimensions of 1x1x15 mm . The temperature was varied

stepwise in both fche heating and cooling directions and determined

to within 0.2% using calibrated Ge and Pt resistors. The error of

the measured absolute resistivity was about 2 percent due to

uncertainties in the sample dimensions.

For temperatures above room temperature up to 750 K the elec-

trical resistivity was also measured with a spot welded four point

contact technique. Here the dc current was 50 mA, constant to
4

1 part in 10 , and the voltage determination was accurate to about

1 part in 10 . By using an electric furnace the temperature, which

was determined by a calibrated Pt resistor, was varied continuously,

but not faster than 2 degrees per minute. The sample was mounted

near the Pt resistor in a stainless steel tube which was contin-

uously evacuated to 10 torr by an oil diffusion pump. With this

method the temperature determination was accurate to within a few

degrees.

The static susceptibility xs was measured with a sensitive

pendulum magnetometer [16] in tha temperature region between 4 K

and 300 K. The magnetic field gradient required in this method is

produced by spherical pole-shoes of an electromagnet. This
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symmetric field gradient produces a force on the sample which is

determined by measuring the change in oscillation frequency of the

pendulum on which the sample is attached. Measurements were usually

performed in a field of about 4 kOe. The accuracy of the measured

susceptibility was to well within ±1%. A calibrated Au-0.03% Fe

versus chromel thermocouple was used to determine the temperature

over the entire region.

The dynamic (ac) susceptibility x^ w a s measured using the

standard combination of a primary coil producing a driving ac

field of 1 Oersted at a frequency of 140 Hz and two compensated

secundary coils for the detection of the sample response. Here the

temperature region studied was usually between 2 K and 100 K, with

an extention to higher temperatures for a small number of samples.

The temperature was determined using calibrated glass-carbon and

Pt resistors. There was no compensation for the earths magnetic

field so a static field of ssl/2 Oersted was present at the sample.

For both types of susceptibility measurements 3 mm diameter spheres

were formed by spark erosion.

The thermal expansion measurements were carried out by means of

a three terminal capacitance technique using a General Radio 1621

bridge. For GdCu we used a dilatometer similar to that described

by Brandli et al. [17]. The length changes are determined relative

to Berylco 25 from which the dilatometer is constructed. The thermal

expansion of GdCuQ gGaQ . was determined by means of the same

capacitance technique but relative to YCuQ gGaQ , using a differ-

ential dilatometer. Temperature variation was achieved in an Oxford

Instruments continuous flow cryostat and was measured with a Pt

resistor calibrated to an accuracy of better than 0.5 K.

Scanning calorimetry studies were carried out below room temper-

ature in a helium atmosphere using a Perkin & Elmer IB scanning

calorimeter. The temperature recording is accurate to within 1 K

and the latent heat determination to within 0.05 cal/g.

In order to determine the crystal structure parameters a series

of Bragg diffraction measurements was performed. For low tempera-

ture measurements a cryostat could be installed in the X-ray

apparatus. In all our X-ray experiments CuKa radiation (A =
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1.541838 A) was used. This consists of Ka,U=l.540562 A) and

Ka2( =1.544390 A) radiation with relative intensities 2 and 1,

respectively. For calibration of the diffraction angles the sample

was mounted together with Si powder. In the temperature region

between 5 K and 300 K a number of Bragg diffraction spectra was

taken from the surface of bulk GdCu. Before mounting in the

goniometer the sample was mechanically polished to remove surface

oxidation. We also performed room temperature Bragg diffraction

measurements on a bulk GdCu sample with various thermal histories.

For example the sample was annealed in vacuum for 1 hour at 500°C

and then held 10 minutes in liquid nitrogen. In addition to these

room temperature X-ray experiments, we also examined the sample

surface under a metallurgical microscope with magnifications up

to 1000. In order to study surface effects a thin surface layer

(*0.2 mm) was removed from a GdCu sample at 77 K by filing. During

the filing the sample was kept under liquid nitrogen. Then a room

temperature Bragg diffraction spectrum was taken on the bulk sample.

In another experiment GdCu was crushed into powder under liquid

nitrogen and then a Bragg diffraction spectrum was measured at

room temperature. For comparison the same experiment was performed

on NdCu which is known to possess the FeB structure. For additional

X-ray Bragg diffraction and static susceptibility measurements at

low temperatures, we prepared 20-40 ym size GdCu grains by filing

at room temperature. The GdCu powders were stress released in

vacuum at 500°C for a few hours, since before this annealing broad

X-ray diffraction lines and a slightly enhanced lattice parameter

were found due to stresses introduced by the filing process. We

also performed X-ray experiments on bulk GdCuQ QAG*Q QC- After

polishing to remove surface oxidation, the sample was strain

annealed at 500 C in vacuum for two hours. Bragg diffraction

spectra were measured at room temperature and liquid nitrogen

temperature, and the sample surface was inspected under the micro-

scope at room temperature.

III.3. Experimental results.

III.3.1. Eleatriaal resistivity.
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In Fig. III-l we show the measured total resistivities p(T)

versus temperature of GdCu, Ga for Ga-concentrations 0<x<0.03.

Experimentally the sample was first cooled from room temperature

to liquid helium temperatures and then heated to room temperature

again, as indicated by the arrows on the resistivity curves.

For GdCu (x=0), we observe a normal, positive dp/dT temperature

dependence down to 250 K. In the temperature region from 250 K to

130 K a negative dp/dT, and moreover, time dependent effects were

found. Even after stabelizing the sample at a given temperature

the measured resistivity increased about 2 yftcm in the first few

minutes and then became constant. We did not further take into

account this relatively small time effect in the resistivity versus

temperature curves. On cooling below 130 K to liquid helium temper-

atures a "knee"-like anomaly is observed at 48 K, as indicated by

a vertical arrow in Fig.Ill-1. Upon reheating the sample a consid-

erable hysteresis was found above 130 K. At 148 K a second "knee"-

like anomaly is observed, also denoted by a vertical arrow, which

300

Fig.III-1. Electrical resistivity vs temperature for GdCu- Ga with

0<x<0.03. The arrows on the resistivity curves denote the measuring

direction. The vertical arrows indicate the magnetic ordering temperatures.
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is followed at higher temperatures by a normal positive dp/dT

dependence, in strong contrast to the negative dp/dT found upon

cooling the sample.

When substituting Ga for Cu (x=0.015) the resistivity hysteresis

diminishes and the onset of the negative dp/dT, at 250 K for GdCu,

is shifted to lower temperatures. For x=0.0 3 the resistivity

hysteresis has disappeared and the p(T) curve is completely

reversible. The "knee"-like anomaly, at 148 K for GdCu, moves

slightly to lower temperatures with increasing x (see Fig.III-1),

and gradually transforms its character to a reversible "dimple" in

the measured resistivity. The 48 K anomaly becomes less pronounced

with increasing Ga-concentration and has disappeared for x=0.0 3.

We have also measured the resistivity versus temperature

behavior for GdCu ribbon prepared by means of melt spinning. The

sample was cycled from room temperatures to liquid helium temper-

atures and then back to room temperature again. Here, in contrast

to arc cast GdCu, no hysteresis was found in the measured resis-

tivity. At 120 K a fully reversible dimple in p(T) is found, very

similar to the resistivity behavior for GdCuQ gyGa- Q 3 illustrated

in Fig.III-1. A large residual resistivity (>l00yncm) was observed,

which can be ascribed to the high degree of lattice disorder

produced by the rapid quenching during melt spinning.

Fig.III-2 shows some of our resistivity versus temperature

curves of GdCu._„Ga at higher Ga-concentrations. A fully revers-

ible negative dp/dT contribution to the measured resistivity,

already present for x=0.03 when the positive phonon contribution

is considered, can be clearly observed and followed up to x=0.30.

The temperatures of minimum dp/dT are indicated by arrows in the

figure. For x=0.30, in addition a "knee"-like anomaly is present

at a somewhat higher temperature, denoted by the wavy arrow in

Fig.III-2.

The resistivity versus temperature behavior was also measured

for four pseudobinary Gdj Y CuQ gGaQ x compounds with 0 < y < l .

All these compounds showed no resistivity hysteresis. The negative

dp/dT dependence present for y=0, see the resistivity results on
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30

300

Fig.III-2. Eleatriaal resistivity vs temperature for GdCu^Jkz^ with

0.06<x<0.30. The arrows indicate the magnetic ordering temperatures.

GdCu, Ga in Fig.III-2 , gradually decreased in magnitude and

temperature with decreasing Gd-concentration.

The electrical res is t iv i ty versus temperature of GdggSing jCu

and GdQ gTnig xCu are plotted in Pig.III-3. The "knee"-like anomaly,

found at 48 K in GdCu, i s clearly observed at about the same

temperature (low temperature arrows) and i s more (less) pronounced'

in GdQ gSmg ĵ Cu (GdQ 9TmQ xCu) with respect to GdCu. The second
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100

50 100 150 200 250 300

Fig.III-3. Eleatrioal resistivity vs temperature for Gd~ qSmn nCu and
GdggTmQjCu. The arrows on the resistivity curves denote the measuring
direction. The vertical arrows indicate the magnetic ordering temperatures.

Hknee"-like anomaly on the heating curve, shifts to lower temper-

atures by substituting either Sm or Tm for Gd. These anomalies are

indicated by the high temperature arrows in Fig.III-3. Compared to

GdCu the electrical resistivity hysteresis has increased in
G d0.9 S m0.1 C u a n d decreased in Gd0>9TmQ 1Cu. Deviations from the

normal positive dp/dT dependence on cooling the sample start at a

higher temperature in GdQ gSiDg ^Cn and at a lower temperature in

GdQ gTitip j^u, when compared to GdCu.

Fig.III-4 exhibits the measured resistivity versus temperature

of YCu and YCu0,97
Gao.0 3' S i m i : i a r t o t he results on GdCu1_xGax,

a resistivity hysteresis is observed which decreases rapidly with

increasing Ga-concentrations and has vanished for x=0.03. The

arrows on the p(T) curves indicate the measured resistivity when

heating and cooling the sample. The onset of the negative dp/dT

behavior i s observed a t 130 K in YCu. In contrast to GdCu. Ga
J l — X 3C

no "knee"-like anomalies exist in YCu, Ga .
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250 300

Fig.III-4. Electrical resistivity vs temperature for YCu^_ Ga with

x=0 and x=0.03. The arrows on the resistivity curves denote the

measuring direction.

Resistivity measurements above room temperature have been

performed on GdCu, GdQ 95
Tmo 05 C u a n d G d C uo 985Ga0 015" ^

mentioned above all these materials show a considerable hysteresis

at low temperatures. Here the starting material was always the

temperature-cycled (300 K->-2 K •*• 300 K) sample. In the high temper-

ature experiments the sample was first heated to about 700 K and

then cooled back to 300 K. As a typical example of the high temper-

ature resistivity we show in Fig.III-5 the behavior for GdCu,

combined with the low temperature result from Fig.Ill-1. On

increasing the temperature a strong negative dp/dT dependence is

observed around 600 K followed at higher temperatures by a normal,

positive dp/dT behavior. The temperature where the resistivity

hysteresis has disappeared is 6 36 K for GdCu. When recooling the
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500 600 700

Fig.III-5. Electrical resistivity vs temperature for GdCu. The arrows

on the resistivity curves denote the measuring direction.

sample this positive dp/dT dependence is followed and maintained

down to 300 K, where within the experimental accuracy the low and

high temperature resistivity measurements nicely match. For

GdQ 9 5 ^ Q 5Cu and GdCuQ g85
Gao.oi5 Suite similar resistivity

versus temperature curves are obtained and the resistivity

hysteresis disappears at the temperatures 618 K and 642 K,

respectively.

III.3.2. Magnetic susceptibility.

In Fig.lII-6 we plot the inverse of the static susceptibility

Xs versus temperature as measured on GdCu. In this experiment

the temperature was varied from room temperature to liquid helium

temperatures and then back again to room temperature. Similar to

the resistivity curves for GdCu a considerable hysteresis is also
-1observed in x«,(T)« When cooling the sample x„ varies linearlys s

with temperature down to 232 K. Below 232 K the hysteresis in -1
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Fig.III-6. The inverse of the static susceptibility vs temperature for

GdCu. The arrows on the susceptibility curves denote the measuring

direction.

decreases with decreasing temperature and vanishes at 125 K. By

lowering the temperature further a shallow minimum is observed at

48 K. Upon heating the sample from 4 K, a linear variation of \,

with temperature developes above 140 K. In both linear regions,

above 232 K on cooling and above 140 K on heating, the sample is

clearly in the paramagnetic state, and, by extrapolation, para-

magnetic Curie temperatures 6= - 86 K and 9= - 40 K are obtained.

We collect in Fig.III-7 some typical xs versus temperature

curves for five GdCu. Ga„ samples with 0.03<x<0.30. In this

susceptibility experiment the samples are cooled to liquid helium

temperatures within a few minutes and then measured with increasing

temperature. Since for these x-values the resistivity p(T) exhibits

no hysteresis, we do not expect any hysteresis in the magnetic

susceptibility. At high temperatures all samples are in the

paramagnetic state and via extrapolation the paramagnetic Curie

temperature 6 is obtained. A gradual variation from 6=-68 K for
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T (K)

Fig.III-?. The inverse of the static susceptibility vs temperature for
GdCui Ga with 0.03<x<0.30. The arrows indicate the magnetic ordering
temperatures.

x=0.03 to 6=+84 K for x=0.30 is observed. In the paramagnetic
region an effective moment per Gd atom p is obtained from the
slope of x-~ versus temperature. For all Ga-concentrations a
p-value i s obtained which is a few percent higher than the free
ion value 7.94wn for Gd . For x>0.03 "kink-like" anomalies are
observed in x » which with increasing Ga-concentration shift tos
lower temperatures and become less pronounced. The kink-like
anomalies are indicated by arrows in Fig.III-7. At x=0.17 the
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anomaly becomes submerged in the large susceptibility values which

occur at low temperatures. For x>0.17 more gradual deviations from

paramagnetic behavior are observed which begin at higher tempera-

tures as the Ga-concentration is increased. At low temperatures

(T<50 K) the susceptibility xs increases with increasing x in the

full 0.03<x<0.30 range.

We have also determined the static susceptibility x«, versus

temperature on the 20-40 ym size GdCu powder. The sample was

measured with both increasing and decreasing temperatures, and

within the measuring accuracy no hysteresis was found. This in

contrast to the result obtained on bulk GdCu (Fig.III-6). Moreover,

for GdCu powder the x«, (T) behavior is very similar to the result

obtained for GdCuQ gj
Gan 03 i n Fig.Ill-7 with the kink-like anomaly

at 143 K for GdCu powder.

In Fig.III-8 we plot some typical curves of the low field

(driving field * 1 Oe) dynamic susceptibility xd versus temperature

for GdCu, Ga with 0 < x < 0 . 3 as measured in the temperature region

between 2 K and 100 K. For all Ga-concentrations a broad maximum

which is strongly dependent on the driving field is observed around

40 K. At low temperatures (T<40 K) a shoulder developes, which with

increasing Ga-concentration increases in magnitude and shifts to

higher temperatures. For x=0.30 a cusp-like anomaly is observed at

38 K. These XJ (1 °s) results are quite different from the x& s
(4 kOe) shown in Fig..tII-7. At low temperatures (T<100 K) a large

field dependence is observed in the measured susceptibilities.

Here x<j - "jüf)H-KJ^S ~H w n e r e H = 4 kOe. Especially for the lower Ga-

concentrations a strong enhancement of xd relative to xs
 i s

observed around 40 K. With increasing Ga-concentration the

enhancement of XJ diminishes. The application of a static magnetic

field of typically 100 Oe, parallel to the ac driving field of

1 Oe/ was sufficient to suppress the strong enhancement in \,.

The results of the XJ versus temperature measurements on GdCu, Ga
Cl X™1 X X

performed above 100 K agree fully with x s(
T)• Also in xd kink-like

anomalies were observed for the lower Ga-concentrations. Additional

Xd measurements were performed for x=0.1 and 0.2 after cooling in

a 4 kOe static magnetic field. X-j w a s then measured in zero
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Fig.III-8. Dynamic (ac) susceptibility va temperature for GdCun Ga with
Smm2C SC

0<x<0.3.

magnetic field with increasing temperature. No detectable field-

cooling effects were observed.
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III.3.3. Thermal expansion and scanning calorimetry.

The length change AL/L of GdCu versus the temperature is given

in Fig.III-9. Here the sample was cycled from 293 K to 95 K and

back to 29 3 K again, as denoted by the arrows on the curves.

Similar, to the resistivity and susceptibility behavior, a hysteresis

was also observed as an irreversible length change of 0.5% upon

cooling below 221 K down to 124 K. Note that the length change was

measured relative to Berylco 25, which results in the nearly

constant AL(T)/L behavior apart from the irreversible length

change. A second experiment shown in Fig.III-10 plots the temper-

ature dependence of the thermal expansion coefficient Aa =

^(AL/L ) for GdCuQ 9Ga Q 2 relative to YCuQ gGaQ j. A rather sharp

steplike anomaly in Aa is observed at 118 K, which is fully

reversible in temperature. Note for comparison that the linear

expansion coefficient a for GdCu at room temperature is typically

l O " 5 ^ 1 [6] .

Fig.Ill-11 (insert) plots the scanning calorimeter voltage

versus temperature for a typical GdCu sample. The measurement was

performed with decreasing temperature as indicated. The observed

anomaly is characteristic for a first order phase transition, and

0.6

• a ,

0

i i

-

GdCu

i i

t 1

\

1 1
100 150 200

T ( K)
250 300

Fig.III-9. Length change vs temperature for GdCu. The arrows on the

curves denote the measuring direction.
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T ( K )

200

Fig.III-10. Temperature dependence of the thermal expansion fjoeffioient

for GdCUg gGa0 j relative to YCuQ QGÜQ j '

the area reveals the associated latent heat AQ. Note that the

anomaly is only 1 K wide in temperature. Further scanning

calorimetry measurements were performed on several different GdCu

samples. From these measurements we can determine the latent heat

AQ which is plotted versus the observed transition temperature T
s

in Fig.III-11. For each measurement the GdCu starting material was

in the high temperature phase. On samples which had already been

measured at low temperatures a 500°C heat treatment was performed

prior to the next low temperature measurement. When this 500°C

heat treatment was performed in a He atmosphere, relatively low

transition temperatures and high AQ values were obtained

(AQ>2 cal/g) . For GdCu samples measured directly after casting or

on which the 500°C heat treatment was performed in vacuum the

higher transition temperatures were found to be associated with

low AQ values (AQ<1.5 cal/g). The highest transition temperature

was obtained by lowering the scanning rate to -0.5 K/min. Usually

a scanning rate of -4 K/min. was used. Finally we note that the

presence of He in the 500°C heat treatment also influences the
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Fig.III-11. Latent heat vs (structural) transition temperature for GdCu.

The dashed line serves as a guide for the eye. In the insert a scanning

calorimeter voltage vs temperature measurement is plotted as a typical

example. The measuring direction is denoted on the curve and the double arrow

indicates the associated hQ (T ).
3

resistivity behavior at low temperature, as then an initial

stepwise rise in p is observed at a lower transition temperature,

followed by a gradual increase down to 140 K.

III.3.4. X-ray and photomicrograph analysis.

All X-ray diffraction diagrams taken on mechanically polished

GdCu in the temperature region between 5 K and 300 K agree com-

pletely with the cubic CsCl crystal structure. The obtained

reflection lines are broad, and no resolution is observed in Kotj

and Kct- lines which can be ascribed to strains in the sample

surface introduced by the polishing. It should be noted that the

observed stability of the CsCl crystal structure here is associated

with strains in the GdCu surface. The diffraction pattern measured
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at room temperature on a polished GdCu sample which was stress-

released for 1 hour in vacuum at 500°C was also fully consistent

with the CsCl crystal structure. Now, however, the diffraction

lines are sharp, and the Ka, and Ka_ lines are well separated at

the higher diffraction angles. A cubic lattice parameter a =

3.502±0.001 A was determined. After keeping the sample in liquid

nitrogen (77 K) for 10 minutes a room temperature lattice parameter

a = 3.502±0.001 A is again obtained. Although no change is observed

in a, the diffraction lines are now broad and they cannot be

resolved into Ka and Ka_ lines. While before cooling the diffrac-

tion pattern, was fully consistent with the CsCl crystal structure,

after cooling additional low intensity diffractions are observed

which clearly originate from the FeB crystal structure described

in more detail below. This indicates that, especially for the

sample surface, strain annealing plays a very important role in

the transformation into the FeB structure. Inspection under the

metallurgical microscope revealed considerable roughening of the

sample surface by the development of large numbers of "fringes".

It was not possible to estimate a reliable percentage for FeB

phase present from our X-ray experiments. After annealing the

sample for 1 hour at 500 C in vacuum the room temperature diffrac-

tion pattern again showed sharp lines, which completely agree with

the CsCl crystal structure. We also studied a GdCu sample for which

a surface layer was removed under liquid nitrogen. Now even though

the experimental resolution was rather limited, the room tempera-

ture diffraction pattern could be attributed to the FeB structure.

In Fig.Ill-12 we have collected a number of X-ray diagrams.

Fig.III-12a contains the room temperature spectrum of a polished

not previously cooled GdCu sample which corresponds to that of the

CsCl crystal structure. In Fig.III-12b the room temperature

spectrum is shown of GdCu which had been crushed into powder under

liquid nitrogen. Finally in Fig.Ill-12c the room temperature

spectrum is given for NdCu which was also crushed into powder

under liquid nitrogen. NdCu is known to possess the FeB crystal

structure [l] . The room temperature spectrum of GdCu crushed at

low temperature (Fig.III-12b) is very similar to the NdCu spectrum.
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Fig.III-12. Boom temperature Bragg diffraction spectra for:

a) GdCu., mechanically polished at room temperature (H.T.)

b) GdCu, crushed into powder at 77 K (L.T.)

c) NdCu, a good example of the FeB crystal structure.

This indicates that the FeB-phase is the majority phase in this

low temperature crushed GdCu powder.

The X-ray diffraction pattern measured on the 20-40 ym size

GdCu grains corresponds to the cubic CsCl crystal structure. From

each diffraction pattern the cubic lattice parameter a was deter-

mined and is plotted versus temperature in Fig.III-13. In this

experiment the sample was cycled from room temperature to liquid

nitrogen temperature and back to room temperature. Within the

measuring accuracy the calculated lattice parameter a varies

linearly with temperature. Especially, at higher angles the Kotj and

Ka, diffraction lines of a lattice plane with given Miller indices

are observed to be well separated. For the diffraction line

corresponding to the Miller indices (321) and Ko^ radiation, which

is separated by 0.4 3 degree from the Ka 2 diffraction, we determined

the width at half maximum r. We plot r versus temperature in Fig.
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Ill-13. Although the experimental accuracy is rather limited a

clear broadening is observed below 200 K, which is reversible in

temperature. At high temperatures r is completely determined by

the resolution of our apparatus. This means that the observed

broadening at low temperature could start well above 200 K. At 77K

our result indicates a saturation in r. Finally, we note that

within the measuring accuracy no second crystal phase was observed

at all temperatures for the GdCu powder.

3.50-

3.49-

100 200
T (K)

300

Fig.III-13. Cubic lattice parameter a and Bragg diffraction lineuidth
r V8 temperature for GdCu powder, r was determined for the (321) Ka.^
diffraction line. The lines serve as a guide for the eye. The error
bars indicate the measuring accuracy.

For "non-hysteretic" GdCuQ g^^g 06 t h e Bra99 spectra measured
at room temperature and liquid nitrogen temperature are both
completely consistent with the CsCl structure. A room temperature
lattice parameter a = 3.509±0.001 A was determined. Inspection
under the microscope at room temperature revealed no detectable
changes in the sample surface upon cycling to liquid nitrogen
temperature.



III.4. Discussion.

Ill.4.1. Crystal structure transformations.

Much of the phenomena in the intermetallic compound GdCu con-

sidered in the previous Section can be understood in terms of an

irreversible crystal structure transformation at low temperatures

from the cubic CsCl structure into the orthorhombic FeB structure.

A second possibility that we cannot rule out is a Martensitic

transformation of the CsCl structure by a tetragonal distortion.

At present insufficient experimental evidence is available to

unambiguously determine which of these two noncubic structures

exists at low temperature. For the sake of simplicity we refer to

the low temperature structure as FeB. GdCu is known to form in the

CsCl crystal structure at room temperature when prepared from the

melt. Let us consider the electrical resistivity results on GdCu in

Fig.III-1. The negative dp/dT behavior, observed in the temperature

region between 250 K and 130 K, is ascribed to a gradual trans-

formation into the FeB crystal structure. The associated irrevers-

ible time-dependent effects can be understood in terms of an

activated or transition state. Here the energy separation AE .

between this intermediate state and that of the CsCl phase largely

determines the rate of transformation for the reaction CsCl+FeB.

As for a thermally activated process this rate is proportional to

exp(-AE t/kfiT) [18]. At low temperatures both crystal phases

(CsCl and FeB) are present. The "knee"-like anomalies at 48 K and

148 K are attributed to the long range magnetic ordering in the

FeB phase and in the CsCl phase, respectively. It was not possible

to deduce the volume fractions of the two crystal phases from our

resistivity measurements, especially since surface effects may play

a major role. From the high temperature resistivity measurements

(Fig.III-5) we conclude that at about 600 K the FeB phase fully

transforms back into the CsCl phase, which is then the only crystal

phase present.

The static susceptibility x versus temperature behavior of GdCu
s

shown in Fig.III-6 is typical for a paramagnet down to 232 K. For

the corresponding CsCl structure a paramagnetic Curie temperature
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0=-86 K is found, which suggests an antiferromagnetic type of long

range order at low temperatures. In the temperature region between

232 K and 125 K evidence is found in xs (Fig.III-6) for the

CsCl-»-FeB structure transformation. After the transformation and with

both crystal phases present, a linear variation of xs with

increasing temperature is observed above 140 K. This paramagnetic

mixed phase has a 6= - 40 K. Also here it is not possible to deduce

the volume fractions for the two crystal phases. Below 140 K

deviations from linearity in x indicate the onset of magnetic
s

ordering. Further interpretation of the magnetic ordering phenomena

in GdCu is difficult since two crystal phases are involved with

unknown volume fractions and demagnetization factors.

Additional evidence for the CsCl+FeB structure transformation

is found in the anomalous thermal expansion behavior of GdCu shown

in Fig.III-9. Here the transition is observed between 221 K and

124 K with a total length increase of 0.5% for the polycrystalline

GdCu sample. Consequently the associated volume increase is 1.5%.

These experimental results agree with those reported by Gefen and

Rosen [6]. Note the similarity of the static susceptibility

(Fig.III-6) and length change behavior (Fig.III-9). In both cases

a "kink"-like onset of the transformation is observed with a rapid

slowdown in the rate of transformation at lower .temperatures.

In our scanning calorimetry measurements on GdCu, see insert in

Fig.III-11, the occurrence of a latent heat is observed at a well-

defined transformation temperature T . In order to interpret this
s

behavior we propose that the GdCu remains in the CsCl structure

upon cooling down to T . At T a first order phase transition from

the CsCl structure into the FeB structure occurs instantaneously

in a limited volume fraction V_ of the GdCu sample. The associated
s

latent heat AQ(T) is given in Fig.III-11 for a number of measure-s
ments on various GdCu samples. Below T a two phase system is

present, and now a gradual further increase of the FeB structure

volume fraction takes place with decreasing temperature. A latent

heat involved in this gradual transformation (T<T ) was not

observed within the sensitivity of our calorimetry apparatus. The

magnitude of the latent heat AQ(T ) increases with decreasing
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transition temperature T (Fig.III-11), and consequently an

increasing volume fraction V is involved in the initial transition

at the decreased T . For the GdCu samples which were heat treated
s

in a He atmosphere, high values for AQ and low transition tempera-

tures were observed. This is in agreement with the resistivity

behavior, where an initial stepwise rise is observed followed by I

a gradual increase in p. Possibly small amounts of H atoms are

introduced in the GdCu sample during the heat treatment. These H

atoms might stem from a small impurity fraction of H- gas in the

He atmosphere or from H-0 dissocation at the sample surface. Such

H atoms can serve as pinning centers thereby influencing the

transformation dynamics. For virginal GdCu samples high transition

temperatures T and low AQ values were obtained. From this we

conclude that only a small percentage of the sample transforms

initially at T , while the majority of the CsCl-*FeB structure

transformation occurs gradually with decreasing temperature. This

is in accordance with the smooth negative dp/dT dependence

observed in the resistivity (Fig.III-1). In the region with

negative dp/dT a time dependence was found, which implies a

gradual occurrence with time of the structure transformation. This

explains our observation that for the lowest scanning rate used in

the calorimetry investigation the highest T was found. For GdCu

at low transformation temperatures we obtained AQ>2 cal/g, which

is comparable with the heats of transformation reported for ErPd

and HoPd (*1.5 cal/g), where a CsCl+FeB structure transformation,

also with a large temperature hysteresis, was determined [8].

Since the CsCl->FeB transformation in GdCu takes place at

relatively low temperatures it is unlikely that large and homoge-

neous FeB crystals will develop. Instead we expect that with

decreasing temperature the transformation will start with the

initial formation at T of tiny imperfect FeB crystals within the

polycrystalline CsCl phase. This formation process will be accom-

panied by considerable structural disorder of the lattice. The

latent heat observed at T indicates that this initial transforma-

tion within the involved volume fraction V_ occurs instantaneously.
s

As mentioned above the transformation dynamics and consequently
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the size of V can be influenced by varying the cooling rate or
via the introduction of pinning centers. With the limited trans-
formation at T a strong initial pressure is built up, owing to

s

the larger volume of the transformed phase. For the full trans-

formation a 1.5% volume increase was found. The combination of

Clapeyron's equation and the larger volume of the transformed FeB

phase predicts that the CsCl-»-FeB transformation will take place

at lower temperatures with increasing pressure, i.e. dP/dT<0.

Therefore we expect that the structure transformation will be

retarded through the associated build up of internal (or externally

applied) pressure. This explains why, on cooling below T , the
s

further CsCl-*FeB transformation occurs gradually over an extended

temperature region. This gradual transformation is accompanied by

an increasing internal pressure and considerable structural dis-

order. At low temperatures the transformation stops due to the

lack of thermal activation. It is interesting to note that via

the resitivity, susceptibility and thermal expansion measurements

we observed an enormous temperature hysteresis of the transforma-

tion extending over more than 400 K. We suggest that this hyster-

etic behavior is associated with the lattice disorder. Such dis-

order was also observed by us via standard photometallography (the

large grains of starting material had decomposed into an assembly

of finely divided subgrains upon low temperature cycling). Therefore

we propose that the transformation back into the CsCl phase as

observed in the resistivity behavior of GdCu at about 600 K (Fig.

III-5) is essentially an annealing of the lattice disorder

accompanied by stress releasing. It is well known that for the

latter processes temperatures of this order of magnitude are

commonly required [18].

No evidence is found for the FeB phase in the Bragg diffraction

spectra obtained on mechanically polished bulk GdCu in the temper-

ature region between 5 K and 300 K (Fig.III-12a). This is appar-

ently due to pinning of the CsCl crystal phase by strains and dis-

locations in the sample surface which are introduced via the

polishing technique. The X-ray results are dominated by surface

effects due to the limited penetration depth of the X-rays
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especially in Gd samples. Using the absorption coefficients given

by Taylor [19] a rough calculation gives about 6 ym for the pene-

tration depth of CuKa X-rays in GdCu. So, even though the CsCl ->

FeB transformation takes place within the bulk, this change of

structure is not observed at the surface regions. In contrast

after strain-free annealing, the irreversible CsCl into FeB trans-

formation is observed via Bragg diffraction on the GdCu surface.

This surface effect prevents a reliable estimate* of the percentage

FeB phase present within the bulk. The micrograph fringes observed

on the GdCu sample surface originate from the 1.5% volume increase

during the structure transformation. The X-ray and photomicrograph

observations reported by Gefen and Rosen [6] disagree with our

findings. This is probably due to the presence of strain and

pinning effects also introduced into their surface layers by

mechanical polishing. In order to clearly see the fringe-like

structure in our photomicrographs a strain free annealing treat-

ment (a few hours at 500°C) was required after the mechanical

polishing. The high temperature transformation of the FeB phase

fully back into the CsCl phase is also observed via the X-ray

diffraction. Further evidence for the difference in properties

between the bulk and the surface was found in the X-ray experiment

on GdCu, where a surface layer was removed at liquid nitrogen

temperature and then the spectrum corresponding to the FeB crystal

structure was found. The room temperature Bragg spectrum obtained

on GdCu crushed into powder at liquid nitrogen temperature (Fig.

Ill-12b) clearly reveals the FeB structure. In conclusion we remark

that the above behavior is consistent with an irreversible CsCl -t_

FeB structure transformation at low temperatures, however, experi-

mental complications arise from pinning and surface effects.

The Bragg diffraction experiments on 20-40 \im GdCu powder

suggest that the CsCl crystal phase is maintained over the whole

temperature range studied. This is in agreement with the work of

Ross and Sigalas [5] . A normal linear variation of the lattice

parameter a with temperature is observed (Fig.Ill-13). The

broadening of the Bragg reflection lines (Fig.Ill-13) can be

interpreted as due to strains within the GdCu grains, which
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originate from the incipient instability of the CsCl crystal phase

at low temperatures. The onset of this broadening, a precursor to

the instability which does not occur in room temperature powdered

GdCu, is consistent with the results on bulk GdCu discussed above.

In interpreting the X-ray data one has furthermore to take into

consideration that the transformation CsCl-*FeB will involve small j

imperfect crystallites. Since the lattice repeat distances in FeB

are in general larger than in the simple CsCl structure, the FeB

type crystallites may be too small to give rise to diffraction

lines and contribute only to the small-angle region not considered

here. Remnants of the CsCl phase may give the impression that no

phase transition has occurred even though the phase transformation

may have reached a nearly completion. The static susceptibility

versus temperature behavior of the GdCu powder confirms the absence

of an irreversible crystal structure transformation. The 143 K

anomaly is attributed to long range magnetic ordering in the CsCl

phase. Also in the resistivity behavior of splat cooled GdCu no

irreversible structure transformation is observed. Here the 120 K

anomaly is ascribed to long range magnetic ordering in the CsCl

phase. The difference in temperature with the GdCu powder is

probably caused by the large lattice disorder present in the splat-

cooled sample. Finally we again note that in GdCu when prepared as

powder, splat-cooled or at sample surfaces, the observed stability

of the CsCl crystal structure is caused by pinning effects due to

lattice imperfections and strains.

The electrical resistivity of GdQ gSm0 1Cu already given in

Fig.III-3 shows a stronger hysteresis compared to GdCu, which is

attributed to the greater volume fraction of the FeB phase formed

at low temperatures. Consequently the "knee"-like anomaly at low

temperature, which originates from long range magnetic order of

the FeB phase., is now more pronounced. The structure transformation

occurs at higher temperatures with increasing Sm-concentration.

For Gd 0 >gTm 0^Cu (Fig.III-3) a smaller resistivity hysteresis is

observed compared to GdCu. This results in a smaller volume

fraction and a less pronounced "knee"-like anomaly for the FeB

phase. The crystal structure transformation shifts to lower temper-
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atures with increasing Tm-concentration. The relatively slow

variation of the structure transformation temperature when sub-

stituting Sm or Tnt for Gd in GdCu is attributed to the close

chemical similarity of the rare earths. The direction of the

variation is in accord with the cubic CsCl structure of TmCu and

the orthorhombic FeB structure of SmCu [1]. The "knee"-like

anomalies, at 48 K and 148 K for GdCu, shift to lower temperatures

with increasing Sm or Tm concentration. This agrees with the lower

spin moment of Sm and Tm if compared to that of Gd.

The resistivity behavior for GdCu, Ga with 0<x<0.03 (Fig.

III-l) shows a rapid decrease of the structure transformation

temperature with increasing Ga-concentration. The onset of the

negative dp/dT dependence, at 250 K for GdCu, which is a good

measure for the transformation temperature T , is plotted versus

Ga-concentration in Fig.Ill-14. At temperatures below 120 K no

structural anomaly is observed in the resistivity behavior. This

is attributed to a lack of thermal activation energy for further

structure transformation. The resistivity anomaly, at 48 K for

GdCu, becomes less pronounced with increasing Ga-concentration,

and this is ascribed to a decreasing volume fraction of FeB phase.

Also in Fig.Ill-14 the magnetic ordering temperatures, determined

via the resistivity behavior,T for the CsCl phase and T M for the

FeB phase are plotted versus Ga-concentration. Similar to the

electrical resistivity behavior the suppression of the structure

transformation is also observed in the magnetic susceptibility of

GdCu, „Ga,, for x<0.03. In Fig.III-14 the measured paramagnetic

Curie temperatures of the high temperature CsCl phase (thick solid

line) and of the low temperature transformed phase (dashed line)

are given. The convergence of the paramagnetic Curie temperatures

at x=0.0 3 is ascribed again to a decreasing volume fraction of

FeB phase. A further discussion of the low temperature magnetic

ordering phenomena in the static susceptibility of the two

coexisting crystal phases is complicated, since the volume frac-

tions are not known. The rapid variation of the transformation

temperature T with Ga-concentration is attributed to the valency

difference between Cu and Ga. Since Ga provides two additional
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Fig.III-14. Structural and magnetic phase diagram for the J^

system. T is the CsCl+FeB structure transformation temperature. Tf. is

the magnetic ordering temperature of the FeB phase. 6g is the paramagnetic

Curie temperature of the partially transformed (CsCl +FeB) phase. T^} TQ

and T are the magnetic ordering temperatures (see text) of CsCl structure

GdCUi Ga . x denotes a percolation concentration (see text). 8 is the
1—x x p

paramagnetic Curie temperature of CsCl structure GdCu^ Ga . The thick

solid line represents the model fit to the data (see text). All other

lines serve as a guide for the eye.
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conduction electrons a strong influence on the electronic band

structure and position of the Fermi level is expected.

The similarity of the resistivity behavior of YCu. Gav (Fig.
X X X

III-4) and GdCu. Ga„ (Fig.III-1) excluding the magnetic anomalies
X^X X

leads to the same interpretation in terms of a crystal structure

transformation. Also in YCu, Ga a stabilization of the CsCl

crystal structure is found at x=0.03. The resistivity behavior of

YCu has been already reported by Balster et al. [7], who also

performed X-ray diffraction measurements. Their interpretation for

YCu concerning the surface effects and crystal structures is very

similar to ours for GdCu, which gives further support for the

similarity of YCu, Ga and GdCu, Ga from a crystal structure
X™X X X"""X X

point of view.

III. 4. 2. Magnetic ordering phenomena.
In GdCu, Ga with 0.03<x<0.50 the CsCl crystal structure is

X^X X

stable and consequently all anomalous behavior must now be

attributed to magnetic ordering phenomena. Note that additional

support for the magnetic nature of the observed anomalies comes

from the resistivity results on Gd, Y CuQ „Ga. ., where with

decreasing Gd-concentration a gradual decrease in magnitude and

temperature of the negative dp/dT anomaly is observed. In Fig.

Ill-14 we have plotted the paramagnetic Curie temperatures e

versus x for GdCu, Ga , as obtained from the static susceptibility
X^X X

measurements (Fig.III-7). The 6-value for x=0.5 was taken from

Ref.4. In the 6(x) dependence a change of sign is observed at

x=0.14. From this we conclude that in the paramagnetic state the

weighted average of the exchange interactions is antiferromagnetic

for x<0.14 and ferromagnetic for x>0.14. Nevertheless we ascribe

all kink-like anomalies observed in x~ (T) for 0.03<x<0.17, see

arrows in Fig.III-7, to long range antiferromagnetic ordering.

In Fig.Ill-14 the antiferromagnetic ordering temperatures T N

determined from these anomalies are plotted versus x. At x=0.14,

where 6=0, magnetic ordering temperatures TN~100 K are observed

in GdCu1_xGajc. Heat capacity measurements reported by Buschow et

al. [13] for 0.10<x<0.15 in the temperature range below 20 K show
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no magnetic ordering phenomena. This means that TN>>0 and conse-

quently even though 8=0 large ferromagnetic as well as large

antiferromagnetic Gd-Gd interactions must be present. We propose

that these different magnetic interactions for different pairs of

Gd atoms in GdCu. Ga depend on the configuration of Ga and Cu

atoms surrounding the Gd-Gd interconnection line. For x^O.14 the I

weighted average of the interactions is zero (0=0), while the

magnetic ordering processes occur at temperatures corresponding

to the absolute value of the magnetic interactions (TN=a00 K) [13].

It is evident, that the observed kink-like anomalies do not

represent a simple type of antiferromagnetic long range ordering.

In the electrical resistivity versus temperature curves for

GdCu. _<3a with x>0.03 (Figs.III-1 and III-2) , a reversible

negative dp/dT contribution is observed. The temperatures T with

minimum dp/dT are plotted versus x in Fig.Ill-14. For the lower

x-values, 0.03<x<0.17, a very similar T (x) and TN(x) dependence

is observed, see Fig.III-14. Suezaki and Mori [20] have treated

theoretically the electrical resistivity versus temperature

behavior near the antiferromagnetic ordering temperature T.,. In

their theory the electrical resistivity turns out to have a

rounded peak near TN, whose maximum lies below T„ and whose temper-

ature derivative negatively diverges at TN> Therefore we consider

T (minimum in dp/dT) as a good measure of the long range anti-

ferromagnetic ordering temperature. For more recent theoretical

work on anomalous resistivity behavior at magnetic ordering temper-

atures we refer to Ausloos and Durezewski [21] and references

therein. The nature of the magnetic order in GdCu, Ga , especially
1"™X X

for 0.17<x<0.29, will be discussed in more detail below. At x=0.30

a considerable change is observed in the p(T) behavior (Fig.III-2).

Here at a temperature T an additional "knee"-like anomaly is

detected in p(T), which is also plotted in Fig.III-14. For

GdCvu 7 nGa n ,n we propose a long range ferromagnetic ordering at

Tc«76 K, followed by an antiferromagnetic "canting" beginning at

T =38 K. A critical "percolation" concentration x =0.29 can be

defined for GdCu, Ga , see below. With x<x a linear decrease of

the magnetic ordering temperature T with increasing Ga-concentra-
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tion x is observed. At x =0.29 the onset of long range ferro-

magnetic ordering commences. Por x>x there is an initial sharp

rise of the ferromagnetic ordering temperature Tc, and at higher

x-values (x>0.3) a T <*9 dependence is followed.

For GdCu,vGa in the CsCl crystal structure the Gd atoms

occupy a simple cubic lattice and each Gd-Gd interconnection line

is surrounded by four Cu or Ga atoms. When considering only the

number of Ga atoms n, there are five possible configurations of

surrounding Cu and Ga atoms, which we label n=0 to 4. In Table

III-l the relations of the x-dependence for the corresponding

random probabilities P (n=0 to 4) are given. In Fig.III-15 we

plotted P (x) for n=0 to 3 in the concentration region 0<x<0.5.

As a first approximation we develop a simple model by taking into

account only nearest neighbor magnetic interactions. Moreover in

our model the Gd-Gd interaction parameters Jn(n=0 to 4) only

depend on the number n of Ga atoms surrounding the Gd-Gd inter-

connection line. This means that the magnetic interactions are

fully determined by the local surrounding. The paramagnetic Curie

temperature 9 is then given by the expression

Table

n

0

l

2

3

4

III-l.

Pn

U-x)4

4x(l-x)3

6x2(l-x)2

4x3(l-x)

x4

Jn(K)

- 9 0

+65

+ 320

- 7 0

0

Table III-l. Probability functions for the

oaowpanay of n Ga atoms surrounding the

interconnection line of two Gd sites and

the resulting Gd-Gd exchange interaction.
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4
Z

n=0
Pn Jn (1)

For a system with only one type magnetic interaction J this

implies 6=j. GdCu. Ga in the concentration region of interest,

0 < x < 0 . 5 , has only a small number of Gd-Gd interconnection lines

surrounded by 4 Ga atoms. Therefore we neglect the associated

magnetic interactions by setting J4=0 in equation (1). With the

use of a computer program, 9(x) from Eq.(1) was least square

fitted to the experimentally determined, paramagnetic Curie

temperatures of CsCl structure GdCu, „Gav with 0<x<0.5, and this

is plotted in Fig.Ill-14 by the thick solid line. The resulting

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

n

/

1 1

GdCu,.xGQx

-

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Fig.III-15. Probability functions P versus x for the ocaupanay of n

Ga atoms surrounding the interaonneation line of two Gd sites in CsCl

structure GdCu- Ga. P is the critical bond probability for a simple

cubia lattice, x denotes the percolation concentration (see text).
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values for the fitting parameters J (n=0 to 3) are listed in Table

III-l, together with the J.^0 assumption. Note the physical

relevance of the large ferromagnetic J, interaction parameter,

since for the isoelectronic compound GdZn a ferromagnetic ordering

temperature T =270 K is reported [l].c

In order to better understand the long range ordering phenomena

in GdCu, Ga we proceed with this simplified magnetic interaction

scheme with nearest neighbor Gd-Gd interactions J (n=0 to 4), which

depend only on the local surrounding. By considering the simple

cubic Gd sublattice the long range ordering phenomena can be

treated as a bond percolation problem. For a simple cubic lattice

the critical percolation probability Pc=0.25 [22], which we indi-

cated in Pig.III-15. Note that both probability functions PQ(x)

and P2(x) fortuitously cross Pc at nearly the same critical concen-

tration x =0.29. For x>0.29 the probability functions P.(x) and

Po(x) are both above the percolation limit P , while Table III-l

reveals |J2|>>|J JO I •
 T n e r e f ° r e long range ferromagnetic ordering

is expected for x>0.29, which originates from the strong J2=+320 K

interactions. This agrees with the experimentally determined

magnetic phase diagram of GdCu, Ga (Fig.III-14), where at x =0.29

a sharp rise of the ferromagnetic ordering temperature T is

observed, followed by a T =8 dependence; typical for ferromagnetism,

at higher x-values (x>0.3). In the temperature dependence of the

electrical resistivity for x=0.30 the "knee"-like ferromagnetic

p(T) anomaly at T =76 K is followed by an anomalous minimum dp/dT

behavior at T =38 K, see Fig.III-2. Moreover in the low field

(1 Oe) dynamic susceptibility of GdCuQ 7GaQ 3 a cusp-like anomaly

was also detected at 38 K (Fig.III-8). We ascribe this 38 K

anomaly to reordering of the ferromagnetic state into a low

temperature magnetic state with a small antiferromagnetic component.

This antiferromagnetic component originates from the relatively

small, but negative JQ and J3 interactions (Table III-l) , which

are present in considerable amounts. The antiferromagnetic

component is expected to be suppressed in high magnetic fields.

This was actually observed, since at 38 K no anomaly was detected

in the high field (4 kOe) static susceptibility (Fig.III-7). A
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similar behavior was found for alloys which transform from ferro-

magnetic long range order into a spin-glass frozen state as the

temperature is lowered [23].

In order to understand the magnetic ordering phenomena in

GdCu, Ga with x<0.29 we have to consider the three magnetic

interaction parameters JQ, J. and J-, see Fig.Ill-15 and Table

III-l. Since J3 and J. type interactions are present only in very

small amounts, we can safely neglect their influence here. For

x<0.29 the strong J"2 type interactions can only result in short

range ferromagnetic ordering or clustering, because P^*^ * These

ferromagnetic clusters are expected to increase in number and

size with increasing x. The magnetic coupling among these ferro-

magnetic clusters occurs through the JQ and J, interactions. In

the concentration region 0.03<x<0.17 the long range ordering

will be dominated by the JQ type magnetic interactions, because

|PQJQI>>IPJJII• Consequently long range antiferromagnetic

ordering is expected in this x-region. Since the strong ferro-

magnetic J- type interactions are present in relatively small

amounts here, we expect only a minor influence from them on the

magnetic properties. As a typical example in the 0.03<x<0.17

concentration region consider the temperature dependence of the

dynamic susceptibility of GdCuQ gA
Gan 06" T n e kink-like anomaly at

T =126 K is ascribed to the already mentioned antiferromagnetic

ordering. Furthermore at about 80 K, see Fig.III-8, the onset of

a strongly enhanced low field (1 Oe) dynamic susceptibility was

observed. This effect is ascribed to canting leading to a small

ferromagnetic component in the antiferromagnetically ordered

structure. This small ferromagnetic component is observed to

saturate in relatively low ( ** 100 Oe) magnetic fields, thus giving

the observed field dependence of the susceptibility as measured in

1 Oe and 4 kOe. Since here the contributions of the ferromagnetic

J, and 3- type interactions are relatively weak, they are not

capable of explaining the observed behavior. We suggest that there

exists an intrinsic magnetic anisotropy probably associated with

the 5d electrons of the Gd which leads to an homogeneous ferro-

magnetic canting in GdCu,„Ga_ for 0.03<x<0.17. The decrease of
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the dynamic susceptibility at very low temperatures (T<30 K ) ,

see Fig.III-8, is attributed to the onset of magnetic hysteresis

effects.

A still more complicated magnetic order in GdCu Ga is

expected for 0.17<x<0.29, since then our simple nearest neighbor

interaction model gives |PQJQI -l
piJiI• Therefore we suggest here

a mixed, intermediate type of long range magnetic order. The exper-

imental behavior of the susceptibility and resistivity do not

justify describing this concentration region as a spin-glass.

As P_ approaches P near x<0.29, see Fig.Ill-15, an increasing

influence is expected from the strong J, type interactions. The

low temperature shoulder observed in the dynamic susceptibility

(Fig.III-8) is ascribed to an increasing influence of the ferro-

magnetic J, and J- type interactions with increasing x. The

increasing ferromagnetic character in GdCUj Ga is also observed

through the increasing static susceptibility of the ordered state

(Fig.III-7). Since P_<p
c for n > 2 in the whole concentration

region 0.03<x<0.29 the long range magnetic order is dominated by

the JQ=-90 K and J,=+65 K type interaction. The smooth x-depen-

dence of the magnetic ordering temperature TQ is in accord with

the comparable strength of these magnetic interactions, |JQ|=|J.|.

The thermal expansion coefficient Aa of GdCu« QGan , relative

to YCUQ oGao i i s observed to increase stepwise at 118 K with

decreasing temperature, see Fig.Ill-10. This anomalous temperature

is in agreement with T=116 K, as determined from static suscep-

tibility measurements on GdCuQ gGa^ j (Fig.III-7). Thf- sign of the

steplike anomaly seems consistent with the presence of an anti-

ferromagnetic type of long range ordering. For comparison we refer

to thermal expansion studies on GdCu2 and TbCu» [24] and PdMn [25].

Fishman and Aharony [26] have studied within the meanfield

approximation the properties of a quenched random alloy of a

ferromagnet and a two sublattice antiferromagnet. In their study

they confine themselves to bond randomness, where the coupling

between the spins is a random variable. This type of randomness

is realized experimentally, e.g. in GdCu, Ga in the present

investigation, by mixing materials with identical magnetic ions
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on A-sites with different types of non-magnetic atoms on B-sites.

The latter atoms mediate the exchange interactions. In this theory

more than one antiferromagnetic order parameter is necessary and

these are then transformed into combinations of order parameters

in order to investigate the possibility that ferromagnetic and

antiferromagnetic orderings occur simultaneously. It is demonstrated

that, if only nearest-neighbor interactions are assumed ferro-

magnetic, antiferromagnetic and spin-glass phases are expected at

low temperatures. If, however, the strength of the next-nearest-

neighbor interactions is increased, the ferromagnetic and the

antiferromagnetic phases approach each other and concentration

regions arise where a mixed ferromagnetic-antiferromagnetic phase

exists. In order to understand this behavior the following

intuitive argument is presented [26]: the nearest-neighbor inter-

actions are the interactions between the sublattices, while the

next-nearest-neighbor interactions are the interactions between

the spins in the same sublattice, thus the possibility exists for

both ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic ordering.

For GdCu. „Ga„ in the intermediate concentration regionx—x x
0.17<x<0.29 the field and temperature dependence of the dynamic

susceptibility is not typical for spin-glass freezing behavior

[27]. Therefore we suggest for this intermediate, region a canted

or mixed ferromagnetic-antiferromagnetic state for the long range

ordered Gd moments. Following the above mentioned theoretical

studies [26] we need to incorporate next-nearest-neighbor inter-

actions into our simplified nearest-neighbor interaction model in

order to understand the observed behavior. From our macroscopic

measurements it is not possible to deduce the relative strength

of these next-nearest-neighbor interactions or to determine to

which degree the canted magnetic state is disturbed on an atomic

level through the local Cu and Ga surroundings. Neutron scattering

measurements are essential here to determine the exact form of the

magnetic order. As a basis for comparison we refer to magnetic

studies performed on GdAg, „In [28] and GdCu. Zn [29]. These
X^A X A"™ X X

systems show static susceptibility curves which are very similar

to our results. For the GdCu, Zn series, a magnetic phase
L~X X
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diagram was constructed. GdCu.. 45
zn0 55» which is just below the

ferromagnetic percolation concentration x in these series,

exhibits a magnetic ordering temperature at T =55 K. Moreover,

magnetization versus field curves measured on GdCu_ ACZnn 55 were

interpreted in terms of a superparamagnetic state well above TN.

In GdCu. Ga„ with x<0.29 this would correspond to short range

clustering through the strong ferromagnetic J~ interactions. In

the GdCui-x
Zn

x series a canted spin structure was anticipated

modifying both the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic low temper-

ature states near x . This agrees with our findings on the

GdCu1_xGax series.

III. 5. Summary.

In this paper results are presented of measurements of the

electrical resistivity, the low field dynamic (ac) susceptibility,

the static (4 kOe) susceptibility and the thermal expansion. Data

obtained with scanning calorimetry, X-ray diffraction and photo-

micrograph examinations are also reported. The investigations were

performed on the pseudobinary compounds GdCu, Ga , YCu, Ga and
JL^ X X .1 X X

Gd1_ R Cu (R=Sm or Tm).

The compounds GdCu. Ga with 0 < x < 0 . 5 form in the cubic CsCl
X X X

crystal structure at room temperature when prepared from the melt.

On cooling, the compounds with 0<x<0.0 3 exhibit a crystal

structure transformation, at 250 K for GdCu, into a low temperature

non-cubic phase. This transformation is associated with considerable»

structural disorder and stresses which manifest themselves in the

development of fringes at the sample surface. An enormous hysteresis

cycle is observed with the transformation back into the CsCl

structure occurring around 600 K. We suggest that this high temper-

ature transformation is essentially accompanied by a stress

releasing process. The low temperature structure transformation

properties exhibit a strong dependence on the exact history of the

sample preparation and heat treatment,e.g. for polycrystalline

GdCu prepared by splat cooling the transformation was completely

suppressed. The variation of the structure transformation
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temperature as observed in Gd, R Cu (R=Sm or Tm) was found to be

consistentwith the cubic CsCl structure of TmCu and the orthorhombic

FeB structure of SmCu. In YCu. Ga with 0<x<0.03 low temperature

resistivity phenomena were observed similar to the results on

GdCu, Ga . This leads to the same interpretation in terms of a

crystal structure transformation.

The stable CsCl structure compounds of GdCu, Ga with

0.03<x<0.50 are shown to exhibit a complicated magnetic ordering

behavior. For 0.03<x<0.17 a kink-like anomaly is observed in the

magnetic susceptibility, which is ascribed to antiferromagnetic

ordering. Around 40 K a strongly enhanced low field dynamic

susceptibility is detected which is attributed to a small ferro-

magnetic canting of the antiferromagnetically ordered structure.

We suggest that the canting observed for the lower Ga-concen-

trations is homogeneous and originates from an anisotropy asso-

ciated with the 5d-conduction electrons which are present in Gd

and which mediate the exchange interactions. For higher Ga-con-

centrations the kink-like anomaly becomes submerged in the

increasing ferromagnetig character of the susceptibility. A mixed

ferromagnetic-antiferromagnetic or canted magnetic structure is

suggested at low temperatures for the ordered Gd moments in the

intermediate concentration region 0.17<x<0.29. We have no experi-

mental evidence for spin-glass behavior in this concentration

region. It was not possible to deduce from our measurements to

which degree the canted magnetic state is formed on an atomic level

through the local Cu and Ga surroundings. For x>0.29 ferromag-

netic long range order is found. This could be understood in terms

of a simple nearest neighbor bond percolation model. Over the whole

0.03<x<0.29 concentration region a negative temperature coeffi-

cient is observed in the measured electrical resistivity near the

ordering temperature further indicating an antiferromagnetic type

of long range order. A simple model with only nearest neighbor

magnetic interactions, depending on the local Cu and Ga sur-

roundings, is proposed to describe the x-dependence of the para-

magnetic Curie temperature. In order to treat the proposed canted

spin structure, which modifies both the ferromagnetic and anti-

ferromagnetic low temperature states near the ferromagnetic perco-
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lation concentration, we would have to incorporate next-nearest-

neighbor interactions into our simplified nearest-neighbor inter-

action model. Finally a structural and magnetic phase diagram is

constructed for the GdCui_x
Ga

x system with 0<x<0.5 .
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Chapter IV

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES AND ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF

TRANSITION METAL LAVES PHASE COMPOUNDS: Y( C oi_ x
F e

x)2'

Y(Irl-xFex>2 A N D H f ( C°l-x F ex>2 *

IV.1. Introduation.

For many years now the dilute magnetic alloy problem has

remained a topical subject in the physics of transition metals,

first with the formation of local 3d magnetic moments in nonmag-

netic hosts (the Kondo effect), and then with the interaction of

the local moments and the resulting spin-glass freezing,and the

onset of long range magnetic order. A different approach to this

problem, one in which a large variety of systems becomes available,

is through the use of pseudobinary alloys. Here one component of

an intermetallic compound is substituted by another element with

dissimilar magnetic properties. With the proper choice of elements

a complete range of random substitution may be gained without any

change in the basic intermetallic compound structure. It is of

interest to use the diversity of such systems to further study the

magnetic moment formation and the magnetic interactions and

* This chapter has been published in condensed form: J.C.M. van

Dongenj G.J. Nieuwenhuys, J.A. Mydosh, A.M. van der Kraan and

K.H.J. BuschoWj in Physics of Transition Metals 1980, edited by

P. Rhodesj Conference Series Number 55 (The Institute of Physics,

London, 1981) pg. 275.
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ordering with large changes of concentration. We have selected

three of these compounds, Y(Co, Fe )», Y(Ir, Fe )- and
X~X X £ J.~X X ct

Hf(Co, „Fe ) ~ , which are roost favorable combinations for investi-

gating the above mentioned magnetic properties.

IV. 2. Experimental Results.

All samples were prepared by arc melting of the constituent

elements. For homogenization purposes the samples were melted at

least 3 or 4 times and vacuum annealed. The Laves phase crystal

structure was checked by X-ray diffraction and no second inter-

metallic phase was observed.

Fig.IV-1 shows the magnetic moment on the 3d atoms at 4.2 K

versus the Fe-concentration x for the three compounds. For the

small or zero values of this magnetic moment in the external field

I 2.0-

H f ( CVx FV 2

Y(Co,.x Fex)2

T=4.2 K

1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0

Fig.IV-1. Magnetic moment versus Fe-aonaentration at 4.2 K for Y(COj_J?e)2

Y(Ir- Fe )g <™d UfiCo, Fe j , a s determined from high field magnetization

measurements. The data for MCo^^eJ g are taken from Steiner [4].
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(usually 18 kOe) there is no saturation of the magnetization, and

this indicates a disappearance of the ferromagnetic ordering with

reduced Fe-concentration. From Fig.IV-1 we obtain the following

values of the critical Fe-concentration xc for ferromagnetism:

xc=0.1 for xc=0.4 for and xc=0.2 for
c

Hf(Co1_xFex)2. The type of magnetic order (if any) which appears

below x c will be the subject of our susceptibility and resistivity

studies. In Fig.IV-2 we present the effective hyperfine fields H
57 e

at the Fe nucleus determined at 1.7 K from the Mössbauer measure-

ments versus the Fe-concentration for the same three compounds.

Note that for Y ( c o 1 _ x
F e x ) 2

 a n d Y ( I ri-x F ex )2 there i s a finite H

at 1.7 K as x is extrapolated to zero. For the lower x-values H

in these two systems is characterized by an abrupt change of slope

at the x-values corresponding to the xQ obtained from the magneti-

zation measurements, while at larger x-values there is an enhanced

hyperfine field particularly for the Y(Co 1_ xFe x) 2 and less so in

200

{ Hf (Co,_xF«x)2

T« I~7K

1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0
x

en

Fig.IV-2. Fe effective hyperfine fields versus Fe-aoncentration at 1.7 K

for MCo^tJp nir^FeJz and UftCo^JeJ g.
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y(Ir1_j£Fex)2. This suggests the existence of another type of

(nonferromagnetic) ordering as, for example, a spin-glass freezing

for x<x . For Y(Co. „Fe )- freezing temperatures 4.05 K for x=.O23

and 31 K for x=.0.89 have been derived from the Mössbauer measure-

ments and for Y(lr, Fe )~ no hyperfine fields are found at 77 K
J.™ X X *

for x<0.4. For Hf(Co, Fe )- the behavior of H versus x is very
.L™X X £ 6

similar to that of the magnetization and no hyperfine fields are

found on the Fe sites at 4.2 K for x<0.2. Consequently, there are

either no Fe moments present or the spin-glass freezing occurs far

below 4.2 K. Further details concerning the magnetization and

Mössbauer experiments may be found in the papers of Luijpen et al.

[1] , Corson et al. [2] , Van der Kraan et al. [3] and Steiner [4] .

For Y(Co, Fe ) 0 we have measured the low field (<1 Oe) ac

susceptibility x versus temperature at several Fe-concentrations.

The results are given in Fig.IV-3, with the relative x magnitudes

given between the parentheses. Spin-glass-like peaks are found at

temperatures which vary linearly with Fe-concentration up to

x=0.12. Note that at high temperatures the susceptibility does not

behave Curie-Weiss like, but is strongly enhanced and relatively

independent of temperature. For concentrations x>0.12 ferro

magnetic ordering takes place. In the insert of Fig.IV-3 the ac

susceptibility versus temperature is given for the x=0.15 compound

and its shape confirms the existence of ferromagnetism. For

Y(Ir,_ Fe ) , we observe a relatively flat susceptibility for x<0.4
.L™ X X £*

without any clear indication of the characteristic spin-glass peaks

which are suggested from the magnetization and Mössbauer measure-

ments. HfCo, exhibits a temperature independent susceptibility

while for Hf (Co, Fe )- for x<0.2 a weak paramagnetic upturn was

found at low temperatures. This upturn is probably due to small

magnetic Fe clusters, however,we cannot rule out a spin-glass

freezing below 2 K.

The electrical resistivity versus temperature was measured for

several Fe-concentrations of Y(Co, „ F e ) - . The results are
J.~X X &

collected in Fig.IV-4. We must be conservative about the absolute

value of the resistivity since the samples are very brittle and small

cracks can easily enhance the measured resistivity. Nevertheless
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anb. units

x=O.I15

60 80 K 100

Fig.IV-3. Temperature dependence of the low field aa susceptibility for

Y(COj_ Fe )g at different Fe-conoentvations. The relative magnitudes of

are given between the parentheses.

we may conclude that the room temperature r e s i s t i v i t y of these
compounds i s as high as 200 iificm. At high temperatures a saturat ing
r e s i s t i v i t y with increasing temperature i s observed for a l l
Y(Co, Pe ) o samples. In the inse r t of Fig.IV-4 we have plotted
the r e s i s t i v i t y ra t ios R(20 K)/R(200 K) versus Fe-concentration
for ïfCo, Fe ) , . This quantity clearly has a maximum in the middle
of the spin-glass regime. For Pe-concentrations x>0.12 "knee"-like
anomalies, typical for ferromagnets and indicated by arrows in
Fig.IV-4 are observed which correspond in temperature with the
observed ferromagnetic t rans i t ions in the ac suscep t ib i l i ty .
Especially in the Y<C o i_x

F e
x)2 compounds exhibiting spin-glass

freezing, there i s a contributxon in the measured r e s i s t i v i t y
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100-,

0 T . 50 too 150 200 K,

Fig.IV-4. Electrical resistivity versus temperature for Y(Co- Fe )„ and

)g at different Fe-conaentrations. In the insert the residual

resistivity R(20 K)/R(200 K) versus Fe-aoncentration for Y(Co^_ Fe ) is shown.

which decreases with increasing temperature, i . e . dp/dT<0. In the
upper part of Fig.IV-4 we show the electrical resistivity versus
temperature for two Y(Ir, Fe )_ compounds. Here the room temper-
ature resistivity i s as high as 200 yficm and the resistivity
contribution with a negative temperature coefficient i s so domi-
nant that a decreasing resistivity with increasing temperature is
observed in the whole temperature range studied despite the
increasing phonon contribution. For Hf(Co, Fe )_ we find a normal
resistivity versus temperature behavior which for x<0.2 is
relatively independent of the Fe-concentration. These compounds
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exhibit room temperature resistivities of about 100 u^cm and the

resistivity becomes saturated with increasing temperature.

IV.3. Conclusions.

In Y(Co1_ Fe ) , we found for x<0.12 clear evidence of the spin-

glass freezing through the measured susceptibility peaks. The peak

temperatures are somewhat lower in temperature than the freezing

temperatures as determined from the Mössbauer measurements. This

combined with the enhanced susceptibility measured at high temper-

atures suggest the formation of magnetic clusters at these high

temperatures T>>Tf. Further evidence for spin-glass freezing in

Y(Co, Fe )_comes from the observed concentration dependence of

the resistivity ratio R(20 K)/R(200 K) which is very similar to

that of AuFe as measured by Sundahl et al.[5]. The spin-glass state

in Y(Co, Fe )_ is probably not due to a RKKY type of interaction,
X X X £*

but results from a competition between ferromagnetic short range

interactions and crystal anisotropy. From our resistivity and

susceptibility measurements on the Y(Co, Fe ) , compounds for
X"~X X ^

x>0.12 long range ferromagnetic order can be concluded. The pre-

ceding magnetic ordering description of Y( C oi_ x
F e

x)2
 i s i n 9 o o d

agreement with the magnetic phase diagram proposed by steiner [4].

The Mössbauer measurements indicate a polarization of the Co atoms

in Y(Co, Fe ) 0 for x<x whereas in Y(Ir,_ Fe )- no polarization
X^X X b C X~X X ^

is found on the Ir atoms. This means that more short range magnetic

ordering is expected for the latter system. Although in Y(Ir, Fe ) ,
X^X X ^

for x<0.4 a non-zero hyperfine field is detected, no evidence is

found for magnetic order from the susceptibility and magnetization

measurements. For Hf(Co. Fe ) , the different experimental tech-
X"~ X X ^

niques all give evidence against the formation of Fe moment for

Fe-concentrations x<0.2, and consequently no spin-glass phenomena

have been observed. For x>0.2 long range ferromagnetic ordering is

present in Hf(Co, Fe ) - .
X"™ X X &

All three compounds YCo2, YIr2 and HfCo2 show a normal positive

dp/dT dependence and at higher temperatures resistivity saturation.

Apparently in these compounds the resistivity is limited by a

resistivity value «150 yficm, which corresponds to a conduction 83



electron mean free path 1 comparable to the crystal lattice spacing

a (l*a). This resistivity saturation phenomenon has been extensive-

ly discussed by Allen [6]. Through our use of pseudobinary com-

pounds additional conduction electron scatterers are introduced

via the substitution with Fe atoms. In Hf (Co, F e v ) o for x<0.2

no magnetic moments are formed on the Fe atoms. Consequently, no

spin disorder scattering and only potential scattering of the

conduction electrons are expected. Therefore, no significant change

in the resistivity versus temperature behavior with Fe-concen-

tration is observed. In Y^ C oi_ x
F e

x^2 ^
o r x < 0 « 1 2 "good" magnetic

moments are observed on the Fe atoms which now serve as strong

paramagnetic scatterers for the conduction electrons. This is

observed as an increase in the low temperature resistivity with

Fe-concentration. For x*0.08 even a negative dp/dT dependence

develops at temperatures below 50 K. At high temperatures (>200 K)

the resistivity is bounded by the saturation value f**150 yftcm in

the whole Y^ C oi_ x
F e

x)2
 s e r i e s- F o r x>0.08 spin-glass freezing and

ferromagnetic ordering cause a lowering of the low temperature

resistivity of Y(Co, Fe ).,. In Y(Ir, Fe ) , for x<0.4 a very

strong increase of the paramagnetic scattering is observed with

increasing Fe-concentration. For x=0.2 and 0.3 a negative dp/dT

dependence is observed, now over the whole temperature range

studied. We offer the resistivity behavior of especially

Y(Ir, „ F e ) - and possibly Y(Co, Fe„)-, as an example of Mooij's
X™X X £t X™*X X A

rule [7]. This rule describes the effects of various types of strong

disorder on the electrical resistivity of transition-metal alloys.

The types of disorder considered are compositional as in crystalline

disordered alloys, combined compositional and topological as in

amorphous alloys and finally thermal disorder. Mooij's rule states

that, in a wide range around room temperature, the temperature

dependence of p is approximately linear with a temperature coeffi-

cient (p~ dp/dT) which is small (<100 ppm/K) and changos system-

atically from positive in alloys with p <100 yficm to negative for

p>200 yficm. In our compounds high resistivity values are obtained

via the introduction of paramagnetic Fe atoms. For a further dis-
discussion on Mooij's rule we refer to Van Daal [8]. Additional
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systematic investigations are necessary to fully understand the

magnetic ordering and scattering processes in these high resistiv-

ity pseudobinary compounds.
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SUMMARY

This thesis presents the results of a study on the magnetic and

superconducting ordering phenomena in some random pseudobinary

compounds. In the investigations ternary systems are utilised in

which two of the elements form a binary intermetallic compound,

e.g. PdH, GdCu and YCo,- A third element is then randomly substi-

tuted into one of the sublattices without changing the basic inter-

metallic compound structure. For example the replacement of Mn

for Pd/ Ga for Cu and Fe for Co is made. These pseudobinary inter-

metallic compounds allow an enormous flexibility in designing

systems with a large variety of magnetic or superconducting proper-

ties .

In Chapter II a study is presented on the Kondo effect and spin-

glass freezing of the magnetic impurities Cr, Mn, and Fe in super-

conducting palladium hydride. Through low-field ac susceptibility

measurements the depression of the superconducting transition

temperature T is determined in palladium-hydride (T =9.3 K) as

a function of impurity concentration x for Cr, Mn, and Fe. For Cr

and Fe similar values for the initial T depression are found, i.e.,

-150 K/at.% Cr and -145 K/at.% Fe. From resistivity measurements

the Kondo temperatures Tv can be estimated, i.e., T^slO K for Cr

and TR-5 K for Fe. Since T =T , these systems exhibit an enhanced

pair breaking as described by the theory of Müller-Hartmann and

Zittartz. In contrast, for Mn the initial Tc depression is -21 K/

at.% and TV<<T as can be concluded from our resistivity measure-
Jv C O

ments. This means that Mn in PdH exhibits a temperature-independent

pair breaking of the simple Abrikosov and Gor'kov type. However,

at larger Mn x values a shoulder appears in T (x). This enhanced

superconductivity is interpreted, according to the theory of
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Soukoulis and Grest, as being due to the onset of time correlations

and short-range antiferromagnetic ordering between the Mn moments.

These interaction effects are a precursor to the spin-glass freezing

at a lower temperature" Tf. The results suggest a favorable coexis-

tence of superconductivity with the spin-glass state.

Chapter III contains a study on crystal structure transfor-

mations and magnetic ordering phenomena in GdCu, Ga and related

pseudobinary compounds. Electrical resistivity, magnetic suscep-

tibility, thermal expansion, X-ray diffraction and scanning

calorimetry measurements have been performed over wide temperature

ranges on the pseudobinary compounds GdCu, Ga , YCu, Ga and
A""X X l^X X

Gdj R Cu(R»Sm or Tm). In GdCu and YCu, which both form in the CsCl

crystal structure at room temperature when prepared from the melt,

a crystal structure transformation into a low temperature non-cubic

phase occurs at 250 K and 130 K, respectively. An enormous hyster-

esis cycle is observed with the transformation back into the CsCl

structure occurring around 600 K. Apparently this high temperature

transformation is accompanied by a stress releasing process. For

Gd. R Cu (R=Sm or Tm) a slow variation in the structure trans-

formation temperature with y is found. In both GdCu, Ga and

YCu, Ga the CsCl crystal structure is stabilized for x>0.03.

The CsCl pseudobinary compound GdCu, Ga exhibits a kink-like
.L™ X X

anomaly in the magnetic susceptibility for 0.03<x<0.17. This is

ascribed to a complicated type of long range antiferromagnetic

ordering. For 0.17<x<0.29 we suggest a mixed or canted low temper-

ature magnetic state for the ordered Gd moments. Probably this

canted magnetic state is caused on an atomic level through the

local Cu and Ga surroundings. Over the whole 0.0 3<x<0.29 concen-

tration region a negative temperature coefficient is observed in

the measured electrical resistivity at the ordering temperature.

For x>0.29 ferromagnetic long range order is found; A simple model

with only nearest neighbor magnetic interactions, depending on the

local Cu and Ga surroundings, is proposed to describe the x-dep«n-

dence of the paramagnetic Curie temperature. Finally a structural

and magnetic phase diagram is constructed for the G d C u i _ x
G a

x system

with 0<x<0.5.
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In Chapter IV experiments on the magnetic properties and the

electrical resistivity of the transition metal Laves phase compounds

Y(Co1_xFex)2,
 v ( I ^ 1 _ x

F e x ) 2 and Hf (COj_xFex) 2 are described. Elec-

.trical resistivity (p), low-field ac susceptibility, magnetization

and Mössbauer effect measurements are reported. In the dilute Fe-

concentration region the formation of magnetic Fe moments is j

detected in Y(Co1_3£Fex)2 and Y ^ r ^ F e ^ . For H f ( C o
1_ x

F e
x) 2

 t h e

different experimental techniques all give evidence against the

formation of Fe moment at low Fe-concentrations. In Y(Co. Fe ) ,
X™* X X £

spin-glass behavior is observed for the lower Fe-concentrations.

In contrast, no such behavior is found in ï(Ir. „Fe„)o> despite
X—X X £.

the presence of magnetic Fe moments. The critical concentration x

for long range ferromagnetic order is x =0.12 for Y^Coi-xPex'2r

x =0.4 for Y d r . J F e J , , and x *0.2 for Hf(Co, Fe„),. All three
C X X X & C 1™X X A

compounds YCo,» v*r2 an<* HfCo, show a normal positive dp/dT depen-

dence and at higher temperatures resistivity saturation. Through

the substitution with Fe atoms strong spin disorder scatterers are
introduced in Y(Coi-x

Fe
x^2

 a n d Y*Irl-xFex*2 f o r x < x c ' T h i s i s

observed as an increase in the low temperature resistivity with
Fe-concentration. In Y(Ir, Fe )- and less pronounced in

X*"" X X ^

Y(Co, „Fe ) _ , this manifests itself in a negative dp/dT dependence
X~"X X ^

over an extended low temperature region. The resistivity behavior

of especially Y(Ir. „Fe )- and possibly Y(Co, „Fe ) 9 , is offered

as an example of Mooij's rule. In Hf (Co. Fe ) , for x<0.2 no

magnetic moments are formed on the Fe atoms and consequently no

significant change in the resistivity behavior is observed.
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift worden de resultaten gepresenteerd van een

onderzoek aan de magnetische en supergeleidende ordeningsver-

schijnselen van enkele pseudobinaire verbindingen. Voor het onder-

zoek wordt gebruik gemaakt van ternaire systemen, waarbij twee van

de samenstellende elementen een binaire intermetallische verbinding

vormen, zoals bijvoorbeeld PdH, GdCu en YCo_. Ben derde element

wordt dan op willekeurige plaatsen in een van de deelroosters

gesubstitueerd zonder daarbij de oorspronkelijke kritalstructuur

van de intermetallische verbinding te veranderen. Bijvoorbeeld de

vervanging van Pd door Mn, van Cu door Ga, en van Co door Fe is

toegepast. Het gebruik van pseudobinaire intermetallische verbin-

dingen maakt het mogelijk systemen te ontwerpen met een grote

verscheidenheid aan magnetische of supergeleidende eigenschappen.

In hoofdstuk II wordt een onderzoek gepresenteerd aan het Kondo

effect en de spinglas ordening van de magretische verontreinigingen

Cr, Mn en Fe in supergeleidend palladium hydride. Door middel van

laag-veld ac susceptibiliteitsmetingen is de onderdrukking van de

supergeleidende overgangstemperatuur T bepaald als funktie van de

concentratie x aan magnetische Cr, Mn en Fe verontreinigingen in

palladium hydride (Tc£)=9.3 K) . Voor Cr en Fe worden vergelijkbare

waarden voor de initiële T onderdrukking gevonden: -150 K/at.% Cr

en -145 K/at.% Fe. Uit electrische weerstandsinetingen kunnen de

Kondo temperaturen TR worden geschat: TR=10 K voor Cr en TR-5 K

voor Fe. Omdat T K~T ,vertonen deze systemen een versterkte paar-

breking, zoals beschreven door de theorie van Müller-Hartmann en

Zittartz. Daarentegen is voor Mn de initiële T onderdrukking

-21 K/at.%, terwijl uit de weerstandsinetingen kan worden geconclu-

deerd dat T„<<T _. Dit betekent, dat Mn in PdH een temperatuur-
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onafhankelijke paarbreking vertoont van het eenvoudige Abrikosov

en Gor'kov type. Bij hogere Mn concentraties wordt echter een

schouder in T (x) waargenomen. Deze versterkte supergeleiding

wordt, in navolging van de theorie van Soukoulis en Grest, geïn-

terpreteerd als het gevolg van het ontstaan van tijdscorrelaties

en korte-afstands antiferromagnetische ordening tussen de Mn

momenten. Deze interactie effecten zijn voorboden van de spinglas

ordening bij een lagere temperatuur Tf. De resultaten suggereren

een begunstigde coëxistentie van supergeleiding met de spinglas

toestand.

Hoofdstuk III bevat een onderzoek aan kristal structuur over-

gangen en magnetische ordeningsverschijnselen in GdCu, Ga ,
X™" X X

YCu, „Ga„ en Gd. „R„Cu (R=Sm of Tm). De electrische weerstand, de-yRy'l
magnetische susceptibiliteit en de thermische uitzetting zijn

gemeten over uitgebreide temperatuurgebieden. Tevens zijn Bragg

verstrooilngs- en calorimetrische experimenten uitgevoerd. Wanneer

GdCu en YCu bereid worden uit de smelt, nemen deze verbindingen

bij kamertemperatuur de CsCl kristal structuur aan. Bij verder

afkoelen wordt in GdCu bij 250 K en in YCu bij 130 K een kristal

structuur overgang waargenomen naar een niet-kubische lage tempera-

tuur fase. Een enorme hysterese cyclus wordt waargenomen, waarbij

de overgang terug naar de CsCl structuur plaatsvindt rond 600 K.

Blijkbaar houdt deze hoge temperatuur overgang verband met het

spanningsvrij gloeien van het preparaat. In Gd, R Cu (R=Sm oJ: Tm)

worc.t een geleidelijke variatie van de structuurovergangstempera-

tuur met y gevonden. In zowel GdCu, „Ga als YCu, Ga is de CsCl
A~X X X~X X

kristal structuur gestabiliseerd voor x>0.03. De pseudobinaire

verbinding GdCu._ Ga vertoont een knikvormige anomalie in de
J.™X X

magnetische susceptibiliteit voor 0.03<x<0.17. Dit wordt toege-

schreven aan een ingewikkeld type antiferromagnetische ordening.

Voor 0.17<x<0.29 wordt bij lage temperatuur een gemengde of gekan-

telde magnetische toestand gesuggereerd voor de geordende Gd

momenten. Waarschijnlijk wordt deze gekantelde magnetische toe-

stand op atomaire schaal beïnvloed door de lokale Cu en Ga omring-

ingen. In het gehele concentratiegebied met 0.03<x<0.29 wordt bij

de magnetische ordeningstemperatuur een negatieve temperatuurs-
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coëfficiënt waargenomen in de gemeten elektrische weerstand. Voor

x>0.29 wordt ferromagnetische ordening gevonden. Een eenvoudig

model met alleen magnetische interacties tussen naaste buren, die

bepaald worden door de lokale Cu en Ga omringingen, is toegepast

om de x-afhankelijkheid van de paramagnetische Curie temperatuur

te beschrijven. Tenslotte is een structureel en magnetisch fase

diagram geconstrueerd voor GdCu, Ga met 0<x<0.5.

In hoofdstuk IV worden experimenten beschreven aan de magne-

tische eigenschappen en de elektrische weerstand van de overgangs-

metaal Laves fase verbindingen Y(Co. Fe ) - , Y(Ir, Fe ) o en
X"™X X & X~X X Zt

Hf(Co, „Fe ) ~ . Gerapporteerd worden metingen van de elektrische

weerstand (p), de laag-veld ac susceptibiliteit, de magnetisatie

en het Mössbauer effect. In het verdunde Fe-concentratie gebied

is de vorming van magnetische Fe momenten waargenomen in

Y(Co. FeJ- en Y(Ir. F e v ) 9 . Voor Hf(Co, F e ) , duiden de ver-

schillende experimentele technieken allen op de afwezigheid van

magnetische Fe momenten bij lage Fe-concentraties. In Y(Co1_xFex)2

wordt bij de lagere Fe-concentraties spinglas gedrag waargenomen.

Daarentegen wordt een dergelijk gedrag niet gevonden in

Y(Ir. Fe ) 0 , ondanks de aanwezigheid van magnetische Fe momenten.
X™* X X e»

De kritische concentratie voor lange afstands ferromagnetische

ordening is x =0,12 voor YCCo, Fe„) 9, x_-0,4 voor Y(Ir Fe ) - ,
C 1™X X £t C X^X X £*

en x.*0.2 voor Hf(Co, Fe ) 0 . De drie verbindingen YCo-, Ylr, en

HfCo2 vertonen allen een normale positieve dp/dT afhankelijkheid

en bij hogere temperaturen een verzadigende elektrische weerstand.

Door de substitutie met Fe atomen wordt in y( C oi_ x
F e

x)2
 e n

Y(Ir. Fe ) , voor x<x sterke spin wanorde verstrooiing geïntro-
X"X X A C

duceerd. Dit wordt waargenomen als een toename van de elektrische

weerstand bij lage temperaturen met de Fe-concentratie. In

Y(Ir. Fe ) o en minder duidelijk in Y(Co,_ Fe ) - , manifesteert dit
j.™"X X £ X^X X *

zichzelf in een negatieve dp/dT afhankelijkheid over een uitge-

breid lage temperatuur gebied. Het weerstandsgedrag van in het

bijzonder Y(Ir. „Fe )- en mogelijk Y(Co. „Fe„)_, wordt beschouwd
X™X X J£ X^X X d.

als een voorbeeld van de regel van Mooij. In Hf(Co1_xFex>2 worden

voor x<0.2 geen magnetische momenten gevormd op de Fe atomen en

daardoor wordt geen belangrijke verandering in het weerstandsgedrag

waargenomen.
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